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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
The Cadenza Special Edition, Our Voice Matters, features works by artists
and writers of color collected from Mars Hill University’s Cadenza Arts and
Literature Magazine, first published in 1965. If you do not see your work from
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your contact information to be provided to the members of the Black Student
Association for networking purposes.

Thank You to all of our Alumni and current students for sharing your stories
and your voices over the years and allowing us to showcase your talents in
our special edition of the Cadenza. Please continue to be the creatives that
you are, and remember OUR VOICE MATTERS.
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“The Interruption” 1972 | Johnny Dawkins
The water gathered its forces and began a slow march toward
the foot of the hill. The thunder roared and the lightning
flashed as the water regrouped in the rugged ruts of the field
to begin a new journey. The soil accepted the cool water as
if it were her brother and gave him bubbles in gratitude for
his visit. So warm was the earth and so cool was the water.
Together they traveled far, almost always downhill, and settled
quietly within the earth.
Suddenly their journey was interrupted and they were sent in
separate ways. The shovel crunched harder and harder into
the earth and opened a wider gap between the relatives. With
each slung shovel-full, the family became ant miles apart.
Although apart from each other, they were regrouped again
with their kind. A murmur from the intruder’s voice, and the
crunching of the shovel ceased. A new acquaintance with
their ambitious solid stage had been made.
Darkness blanketed the earth. All was quiet. The sweet
breeze of nature comforted its creation. A lonesome integration of dark and light mingled in the background with the
light slowly becoming victorious. The rooster crowed and the
shovel crunched as a new invader, sharp at each end, aided
in breaking a home. The solid stage weakened as their separation began. Soon the solid stage had been separated but
regrouped again. A sudden pause came about, followed by a
prolonged period of silence. Six feet above the surface of the
uneven earth, the wind blew once more. A friend would soon
be returning home.

“Copper Plate” 1975 | Jerome Durham

“Hank! Hank! Come out of thea. Don’t you think dis grave is
deep enuf?”
“Yea, I bleeve so.”
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Voice of the Native Song
Why suffer the burdens
Why even exist in such distress as slavery
Why?
Voice of the Native Song
We are listening to you now
We know all about your suffering
We never knew the basis of your being
“Silver Necklace” 1977 | Sheila Lynn Hawkins

In fact, we thought it all nonsense.
Voice of the Native Song
All our lives are strengthened by you

“Voice of the Native Song” 1977 | Tony Ikard
Voices of the Native Song
Sing of the ugly, treacherous torment
Of slavery, moan the lyrics of labor
In those lonely fields, scream the tortured
Tones of injustice, plead for your Emancipation

You ignited a spiritual torch and passed it to each of us
Voice of the Native Song
Keep on singing...America’s
Listening now
America’s recording all her mistakes.

Chant those worksongs, shout with spirit
Your Biblical verses, we’re listening
now...You suffered, struggled, and still survive.
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“Birdtown” 1979 | Isaac Welch
If a person drives West from Asheville on Highway 19-23,
traveling through Haywood and Jackson Counties, he will
eventually pass through a town. It is not a famous place, and
they will not see any markers designating it as a township.
However, an estimated five million people passed through this
small community last summer. But they were too intent on
getting to the Cherokee village to notice this place that is so
important to me; the past, the present, the future.
I spent my first decade growing, playing and working here in
Birdtown. If a person has felt the chunks of freshly tilled soil
under his bare feet; has gotten an itchy-burning rash from
shucking corn in the hot noonday summer sun; has had the
July sun thudding down on his head while hoeing endless
rows of potatoes; has grubbed for crawfish in a mountain
stream; has given a wide berth to a sow bear and her cubs;
has tried to catch one of the Walkingstick girls for immoral
purposes -- only to be suddenly discouraged by their ever-present grandma; has sneaked a peep at the Bearmeat
daughter as she bathed nude in the creek; has had his butt
blistered because he got caught peeping at the Bearmeat
daughter -- while she bathed nude in the creek; has broken
ice in the spring to draw water; has observed Thanksgiving
Day with nothing but a pot of boiled potatoes; has cheated
at “Aunty-Over”; has listened to the sounds of darkness; has
raced the “boogers” home before darkness seeped in -- unless a person has experienced these, my Birdtown will have
no meaning.
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This land, that witnessed the “Removal of 1938,” has suffered a great deal. Drowning Bear would not be pleased
at the sight of her marred skin: Where there were once
wagon trails, there are now black ribbons of paved roads.
The fields of corn and potatoes have been replaced by the
vulgar architecture of modern housing and the log houses
have given way to a new breed called “A-Frames.” The old
Cherokee traditions are tagged: “unique” and are taught
as heritage. Lower class Cherokee values are determined
by upper class white surveys. But the people here, guilty
of modern gluttony, are content with their eight-to-four
motions and rush home to stagnate in front of the new
age of television.
Birdtown can never be the same as in the past. The future
will probably see a great deal more change here because
the new age of Technology shall prevail. “Bill’s Trading
Post” will totally fade from the scenery and the Oconaluftee River gets dirty to the point of...

Good Times
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Every day I paint on a
Smile and wear it for
You. It makes me happy
When you are happy, beCause you think that I
Am happy. A lie starts
Something that’s very true
In the end.
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“Clowns Like Me” 1974 | Freddie Buckson

“Tawny Tones of Earthiness” 1977 | Tony Ikard
Tawny tones of earthiness
Ornamented with symmetrical sable stripes
This insubordinate creature, pursuing,
Yearning for sustenance -- Wild, Exuberant, Animate.
This animal sauntering the savage jungle through
Nature’s profused foliage
Roving his sylvan domain
Roaring faint tones for his mortal being.
The Tiger -- this esteemed animal
Yearning for the vitality that man’s mindless
Cravings deprive him of.
“Faces” 1979 | Larry Rouse
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The Tiger, now debased because of the merit to man
Lustily roars in muted, death-like silence.
Will The World Heed and Hear Their Silent Roar?

Good Times
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“How Can I Forget?” 1978 | Joe Mitchell
I was born on the Ivory Coast
You captured me single-handed you boast,
Upon a ship my body was placed
With hundreds of others chained and laced,
How can I forget?
We reached America
“Land of the Free”
This was a cover-up I soon found to be,
My body was dragged from the port by chains
I stood on a block
Waiting for a name,
How can I forget?
You placed me in the cotton fields
There I worked for many years,
I raised a family
You took them away
Then you wonder why I act this way,
“Yes!” I led an up-rising,
But you caught me with your great white band
Known to all as the Ku Klux Klan,
How can I forget?

“Bonnie” 1980 | Isacc Welch

“Janine” 1983 | Lester Purry
If our Lord God has ever written poetry
It was when he created you. I love you.

You kicked and beat me like you’ve always treated me,
You held me down and emasculated my body
But I’m very brave and very hardy,
So you take my body to a tree
How can I forget?
“God set Christ free.”
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A sail boat sinks across a lonely sky
As gulls glide and sing farewell to a
Lazy red sun.
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“Little Picture” 1983 | Lester Purry

“Broken Home” 1985 | Michael Emory

“Mask” 1985 | Toshio Tsuchida
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“Reflection” 1984| Toshio Tsuchida
One never knows what can happen in the mountains. Two men were talking
about mountain climbing. They were both very young and therefore were not
afraid of the danger of sudden death. Their names were Moto and Tokio. Moto
had an uncle who had also been a mountain climber, but he had had a car
accident which had claimed his life a few years ago.
Moto was talking about his uncle’s death.
“My uncle told me about his teenage years a lot. And he told me a very
strange story. When he was young, he got lost in the mountains during a
snowstorm. He was alone and very cold. Suddenly, someone was calling his
name from a distance away. He waited, and then there was a middle-aged
man by his side. The man started walking and my uncle followed him. My
uncle asked him if he was alone. The man didn’t answer. When they reached
the village, my uncle wanted to thank the man, but the man had disappeared.
Twenty years later, he realized he looked like someone else he knew. He remembered he had seen his own face as it was then, a long time ago. His face
looked exactly the same as the face of the man who had rescued him twenty
years before. A few weeks later, he was killed in a traffic accident.”
Tokio listened to the story with much interest. Then Tokio said, “I don’t believe
that story. Perhaps it was your uncle’s imagination.”
The next day, Tokio was ready to go mountain climbing. Moto told him to be
careful because there might be a big storm coming. But Tokio assured him
that he would be back if the wind grew too strong.
A few hours later, the snow began to fall harder, followed by a very strong
wind. Tokio realized that if he kept walking he would be in danger. But the
snow was blinding him, and he couldn’t find his way back.
“Oh no. I’m going to be in big trouble,” thought Tokio.
A few minutes later Tokio could not see anything but the snow. But suddenly
he heard someone calling his name.
“HERE I AM. OVER HERE,” Tokio called. Then a young man came to him. He
couldn’t see his face, but his clothes were the same as Tokio’s.
“Hey, your clothes are the same as mine. Who are you? I cannot see your
face.” The man turned, and Tokio stared into a face that was his own.

“Waterbird” 1982 | Deb West
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“Romance” 1983 | Lester Purry
Together we are as strong as summer storms
The fire in our hearts flashes brighter than
Lightning in the night apart we are but a
Breeze and one dead drying leaf.

“Hope” 1986 | Catherine Oen

“Was it Love?” 1983 | Lester Purry

“Silkscreen” 1986 | Catherine Oen
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A cool breeze passed me today
It cooled and refreshed me
But just as it did….it was gone.

The Get Fresh Crew
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“Dream” 1984 | Dale Similton
Dreamers sleep
And dream of things
That might be.
Living in a world
That keeps pace
With eternity.
If tomorrow
And tomorrow
Were promised,
Then today
I would sleep
As all dreamers
Do,
And let time
Count the winks.

“Untitled” 1986 | Catherine Oen
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“Good evening, nice to have you aboard Air India.” The insincerity of
that statement came oozing out of a plastic face. I could see that she
was crowned with hair held together by will-power and hairspray.
I found my seat without much trouble, but I had to find some other
place for my guitar. I went up to the stewardess; she told me in no
uncertain terms that the only place for my guitar was on my lap. That
was ridiculous! I, of course, went looking for a flight steward, flashed
my sweetest smile, and he said he’d take care of it for me.
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“Flight 007” 1983 | Bernice Wilson

I made it back to my seat and settled down. It didn’t take me long to
realize that my seat was just behind the smoking section. Smoke filled
my nasal passage which brought on sinus symptoms. I could tell this
was going to be one long ride. Because it was an Air India flight, there
was going to be a stop in Bombay; therefore, the plane was loaded
with my ancestral countrymen. They waited only long enough for the
plane to be airborne, after which they started their restlessness. First
they started talking in reasonable tones, soon alcoholic drinks were
lubricating their throats and they became menacingly loud. My irritation was growing. Why did people have to smoke? Why did they have
to drink? More importantly, it seemed like they were enjoying themselves in my time of sorrow. My anger was festering. Finally, I stood up
and told them to quiet down. My words were polite, but my tone was
filled with irritation.
To my immediate left was an elderly man. He wanted to know my
entire history. By my curt answers, I guess he gathered I wasn’t the
talkative type. Instead he narrated all his experiences. He had many
stories to tell. My only solution was to pretend to be asleep.
At Bombay, everyone had to get off the plane. To many, it was the end
of their journey. The rest of us were on transit. I looked for an isolated
spot in the transit lounge. I was suspicious of everyone. The room was
predominantly filled with men. This did not help my fears at all. The
two-hour wait was spent in thoughtful silence. Among the men was
a Sikh who was well endowed with facial hair. I noticed how he kept
twisting the ends of his moustache till they curled at the ends. At the
time, I thought it was hilarious and wished I had a traveling companion.

“Untitled” 1982 | Ana Maria Perez
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I then boarded the plane again. There was a different set of people.
This time on my left was a young couple who looked fairly cultured.
Our conversation was pretty interesting; that helped me take my mind
off my anxieties. The problem this time was with the person on the
right. She was extremely quiet. I gathered that it must have been her
first flight when I saw she didn’t know exactly what to do with the

The Get Fresh Crew
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seat-belt. The disgusting part was when a meal tray was set in front of her.
She’d put her food into her mouth and spit it back out if it wasn’t to her taste.
I concentrated only on my food from then on.
The rest of the time I tried to sleep desperately but couldn’t. I had gone twenty hours without sleep. It wasn’t soon enough when the captain announced
our approach to Heathrow Airport, London. Soon we could feel our descent.
Just as we were about to land, the woman on my right threw up in the aisle.
That was it! I had had absolutely enough of that airline. I made up my mind
at that instant never to fly Air India again!

“The Calm Lake” 1983 | Motohito Sagiya
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“To a Distant Love, Calling Out Your Name” 1986 | Dale Similton
She has loved him in a distant
Dream, and it seems very unlikely
That it can ever happen again.
Because a silent kiss now echoes
Through the walls of a shattered
Heart,
While a child’s voice is left
Screaming out in the darkness of
Eternity.
But through it all some tears
Were saved for another dark
Tomorrow to follow.
Which only shadows those other
Hidden fears and sorrows.
For time forever passes slowly
Into the night, as she continues
To search for those words that have
Betrayed the innocence of the person
She once knew
But before she can speak, a final
Verdict has already been reached
In the mind of someone else;
...which has left a trail of
Footprints leading away from a
Soul that cries no more.
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“Lebanon” 1984 | Michael Emory
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“Fountain Ant Temple” 1985 | Michael Emory

“Pen and Ink ” 1985 | Catherine Oen
“Concept of Beauty” 1989 | Sonya Smith
I saw a moth and it wasn’t very pretty
But
When I saw it fly to the sounds of music
It changed
I saw a cocoon and it wasn’t very pretty
But when it transformed into a butterfly
It changed
I saw a girl without a smile and she wasn’t very pretty
But
When she smiled,
She changed.
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“The Door” 1987 | Jeffery Littlejohn
I tried to shut the door of yesterday,
But the door would not close.
I tried to forget all of the sad memories
Of the past.
I thought that I was living in the present,
And looking forward to the future.
But those tears of melancholy on the soaking
Handkerchief would not let me forget.
I tried to shut the door,
But the door would not close.

The Get Fresh Crew
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“The Gray Haired Man with Glasses” 1987 | Jeffery Littlejohn
The gray haired man with glasses.
The one who talks and moves so slow.
You’re the one who gave me hope for a
New tomorrow.
You said that life is great,
That it was to be enjoyed.
You have wisdom along with your gray and glasses.
You said that wisdom comes through learning,
Learning the things that life has to offer-The good and the bad.
You told me to dry my weeping eyes and that life
Isn’t so bad.
You told me to let life live.
You’re the one, the gray haired man with glasses.
Who said that life isn’t over until
The mind, heart, and soul let go.

“Holy Ghost” 1991 | Lamont Jones
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“We’re Here” 1990 | Anacleto Lupe Perez-Sanchez
We’re here,
Me thinking my thing and he thinking his
I don’t know,
I can’t tell,
If he’s thinking his.
I comfort myself with the hopes
			
Dreams
			
Wishes
Of a 21-year-old steeped in romantic traditions and youth.
Once--it’s youth.
Twice --It’s a phase
Give me a break!
Forget
Forget.
Let’s go on with the show
				
And be on with it all.
As I sit here
Lost in it
Lost in him.
Where I very much want to be
Here.
I think I’ve got quite a ways to go
To put my life and him, together.
I’m as far as I can go.
I believe soon
Very soon
We’ll find out
Where we are going
And we’ll find
Because I can look at him now
I want to be able to see him later
Very later
And only him.
I just hope it won’t be only what I want.
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“2D Art” 1991 | Lamont Jones

“Poetry” 1991 | Cheri Goosby
Dappled words
Waltz the carpet
Of my mind.
Amorphous and disguised
They pirouette in
Harmony.
Purposely revealing themselves
With gales of laughter at
My bafflement
Till
Inspiration ceases…
Then they mimic my disillusionment
I seize but they hover
Impalpable
Lingering in pools of amber haze.
Twilight falls.
The waltz ends.
They attempt to disperse
But I am the victor
And to her go the
Spoils.
I convict them...jail is my whited sheet.

A Different World
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“Believe I See Myself” 1991 | Lamont Jones

“Dusk” 1991 | Cheri Goosby
At dusk, that Harmonious orchestra
Of the night begins to serenade,
Waking fairies out of their
Slumber by majestically
Enchanting with arietta.
The cadence continues until the dawn,
Then the musicians shun the
Reality of the light world.
If, by some fortuitous event, a light being
Overhears a concert given by that harmonious
Orchestra,
KEEP IT TO YOURSELF!!!
So as not to disrobe those musicians of their
Originality.
“Hangtime” 1991 | Lamont Jones
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“Children” 1993| Amy Webb
Children are carefree, no worries.
Children play and laugh in the sun with
Smudges of dirt on their little cheeks.
They don’t worry about puberty or high school.
They could care less about being cool.
Or dating.
They don’t want to drive a car.
They don’t worry about getting into college.
Children don’t gossip and hurt other people’s
Feelings intentionally.
Children don’t write resumes or go on job
Interviews.
They don’t get married and move away from home.
They don’t pay taxes or vote.
Children don’t start wars or commit murders.
Children aren’t prejudiced or biased.
They don’t drink and drive or rob homes.
The one bad thing that children do is
That they grow up to become adults
That do the wrongs of the world.
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“Rocking Horse” 1991 | Lamont Jones

A Different World
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The day was just like any other day. It was bright and sunny. You could hear the
children’s laughter from the playground. Some were playing catch, some hopscotch, some hide-n-go-seek, and others were just running and screaming.
Little Katy Graham sat on the swingset all alone. Although on first glance, it
would seem that the child was lonely, if one were to venture closer, one would
notice that the child had a glow to her very pretty features. Katy was seven years
old. She had brown skin and big brown eyes. This also happened to be one very
excited little girl. She knew today was the day. She had waited very patiently for
one whole year and now the time was finally here. Today was the day. The excited
gleam in her eyes and the spirited way she walked both illustrated her happiness.
It remained in Katy until the big yellow school bus deposited her and her belongings in front of her door. As Katy rushed toward the house, her mother, Mildred
Graham, rushed toward her with a big hug. The excitement was evident in her
also. She also knew that today was the day.
Katy ran up to her room and put up her belongings and then, at Mildred’s command, Katy ran into a room that appeared to be rarely used.
The room was painted white. It contained a small tan reclining chair, a television,
a small table and in one corner a very worn train set. Katy made sure that everything was as it should be and ran back into the kitchen to tell her mother. When
she got to the entrance of the kitchen, tangy smells of different kinds of food
blended into a hodgepodge of scent and reminded Katy of a time when the family
was all together and her mother cooked like this often.

As they drove home, you couldn’t decipher a word being said, for everyone
was talking at once. They talked fast and incessantly. There was so much
to catch up on. It had been a year since Katy and Mildred had seen James,
Katy’s father, and Henry, Katy’s older brother. They had very good reason for
the amount of talking they did.
Once they got home, they all clamored into the house. It appeared to be a
very usual family dinner setting. Katy had already set the table, Mildred had
finished cooking dinner, and all were gathered around the table. Nothing
seemed out of the ordinary.
James asked, “Katy, how do you like second grade?”
“Well, Daddy, nobody plays with me. They don’t even like me to sit down beside them at lunch because they think I’m different. They say their parents tell
them they can’t play with me because we’re strange.”
At the end of this long speech, Mildred and James looked at each other, as
two parents do when they finally realize that something is bothering their
child.
Mildred looked from Katy, to James, to Henry. Then as if she had given
this some long thought, she finally asked Katy, “Why do they think we’re
strange?”

“Mommy, will they be able to stay long this time?”

Without hesitating, Katy answered, “because Daddy and Henry are dead but
they still come to visit us.”

“Well, baby, you know we all would like that, but they just can’t. They have to
leave in two days.”

Henry, having been silent up until this point, said, “My friends where Dad and
I live don’t think it’s strange. In fact, they consider it perfectly normal.”

For a brief moment, one could glimpse the sadness and pain in Katy’s young
eyes, but it passed and once again, she became the excited little girl that she had
been only moments before. She let the thought of seeing her father and brother
again become grounds for her happiness.

Henry had been only five years old when he and his father were killed in a car
accident coming home from a football game. It had been a trying time for the
whole family, but James and Mildred had refused to let go of their family. They
had found a way to be together as a family, even after death.

At about 5:00 in the afternoon, Mildred told Katy to take her bath and put on her
best dress. As Katy did so, Mildred showered and dressed in the most beautiful
dress she owned. It was pale blue, very long with a high Victorian neck and lace
from sleeve to sleeve. It was made of very soft cotton and simply commanded
attention. The way she dressed was an indication of the significance of the occasion.

The two days went by quickly. The family did things together, such as picnics,
walks, car trips, and such. They did more together in two days than most families do together in a lifetime.

“Hurry or we’ll be late,” Mildred called. At once Katy came down in her little red
and white ruffled dress.
The two left the house and got into an old blue station wagon. Eventually they
came to a cemetery.
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“The Visit” 1991 | Cheri Goosby

When the final hour of family unity was about to near its end, the family all sat
around planning the next visit. They were very excited about the future visit;
yet, they were saddened to see this visit end.
As they went back to the cemetery, there was no crying, only silence. When
they reached the gate, they looked at each other with love and longing. They
thought about the times they had once shared, the newly finished visit, and a
future time when they would be united again, as a real family.

Standing at the gate were a man and a small boy. They carried no luggage.
Katy and Mildred rushed into the outstretched arms of this tall broad shouldered
black man and the tiny replica of himself.
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“Sierra” 1992| Kevin J Watkins (Founded the Gospel Choir)

“2D Art” 1991 | Danny Hall

“In the Jury of my Peers” 1992 | Patrick E Prince
With your flickering tongues, you
Judge my innocence. Your words
Of interrogation punch my soul’s
Existence, threatening to take my
Freedom away. I stand in your
Presence amazed by your authority
And power to judge me. Like vampires
You suck my life’s blood, draining me
Of my immortality. Anything that I
Say means nothing to your preConceived notions of me. Here I stand,
I can say no more. If being human

The sting of death unveiled
As the sun creeps up to shine,
It struggles as the clouds
Roll through, to block its glistened
Rays.
The broken clock, it ticks no
More, For another we look for
Time,
The sea of love so rough and
Grim, Our Faith unfolds its
Truth.
Thunder rolls, lightning strikes,
Though somber seems so defined,
A smooth soft touch, the wind
It brings,
To comfort through the day.

Is wrong, then I have no excuses.
I cannot recant from being the
Color that I am. Yes! I am guilty,
Guilty for being black. Pour
Your judgement on me--you can
Torture me, you can kill me. I
Will remain black; I will remain
Silent. I had no choice in my humanity.
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“Self Portrait” 1994 | Chanpat Chaturongkul
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“The Red Girl” 1994| Amy Webb
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Happy little girl
You look different from me
My eyes are brown
My hair is black
Happy little girl
You look so different from me
Your eyes are blue
Your hair is blonde
Does that make me bad?
Happy little girl
You look different from me
I dance by a drum beat
I wear a dress decorated with feathers
Happy little girl
You look different from me
You dance by a guitar
You wear a frilly pink dress
Does that make me bad?
Happy little girl
You look different from me
I sleep outside under the heavens
I wear shoes made from skins
Happy little girl
You look different from me
You sleep in a bed
You wear patent leather shoes
Does that make me bad?
No
It makes me different happy little girl.

“Harlem” 1991 | Danny Hall
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Go tell dem peoples (whew)
Dat dey did de Africans wrong
Go tell dem peoples
Dat dey did de Africans wrong
When dey brought us back here to this place
An’ oppressed us (Gawd) oh, so long
Black folks lef’ Africa
On many crowded slave ships
Didn’t have anything
But dey had dose shackles on
Africans, Africans
Dey had dose shackles on
Dey went sailin’ down the River (Gawd)
An’ dey never could go home
		
Gawd wasn’t it just beastly
Slavery reigned as king
Oh wasn’t it just beastly
Slavery reigned as king
An’ Bondage kept us cowards
In dis Jim Crowish ring.
		
Well, us got tired
an’ de storm clouds rolled on in
		
Gawd, us got tired
An’ de storm clouds rolled on in
		
An we won our darlin’ liberty
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“Queen” 1993| Cheri Goosby
The Black Female
Striving to keep it all
Together
		Losing ground
		Yet gaining
		Patience
Honesty, Zeal, Depth, Care
Love…
		
Combine into a
		
HOLY mixture of
		Queenliness
Head held high
Back straight
Graceful
Elegant
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“Blues for Black Folks” 1992| Cheri Goosby

Scorned by some
Pitied by others
She goes on
Making ways out of
		NO WAY
Shaping, Molding, Building UP
		Her Offspring
So when that day comes when Everyone
Is valued for who they are
Not what color they are
He, She, We, They…
A L L
Will be prepared…
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The elements of reality have
Been extracted, leaving void and
Unfulfillment in the minds of those
Conscious enough to experience
The change. Freedom has been
Enslaved by the powerful majority;

Gratifications. Search your soul
And satisfy its needs; reconstruct your
Reality and relive what it really
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“Warped Reality” 1992| Patrick E. Prince

Means to exist.

They controlled the wealth. Equality
Has been rejected by the oppressed minority;
They don’t want to be equal; they want
To be in control. Justice has been
Corrupted; the judicial system is no
Longer just, but unjust. Love for the
Human race has been left out
And replaced with lust and covetousness; no one loves his or her neighbor;
No one is happy for the wealth or
Progress of his/her friends. But, average
Craves to fulfill the wants of
The flesh and not the needs of the
soul. Peace has become a table talk; it
Is now a faint concept of the mind-No one really needs peace; it does
Not have any economic value--War
Creates industry. Joy has often
Been confused with happiness. Joy
is internal and has external values;
Happiness is external and has temporary
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“American Justice” 1991 | Lamont Jones
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A poem should be wordless
Like the flight of birds
Like the crashing of waves
The treasures found in a crystal pool
Or the colors seen on a river at Dawn

As it held the body of a man’s Hope
And not at all unlike a child’s laugh
A summer breeze
The twinkle of a distant star
The gentle brush of a butterfly’s wing
Or the feeling you get on Christmas Eve.
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“Inspirations from `Arts Poetica’ by Archibald Macleish” 1993| Dolly Bush

Like the scuttle and scrape
Of a few yellow-gold leaves
In their lazy low flight to Nowhere
Like the slow steady rising of the Moon
From the bosom of the Mountain
Like the whisper in my ear
Of sweet Love words
Like the sound of anguish and Joy
All meshed together
At Birth.
Like the emptiness you feel when a loved one
Passes through the Door
Like the slap across an innocent child’s face
The Voice of Fear
Like a sweet Melody
Floating to me on the wind
Like angels’ wings beating
That lofty Song
Of flight and Freedom
Like the creak of that old Cross
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“Untitled” 1993| Dolly Bush
Last year
I sent you a leaf
In the mail
Bound in a legal white envelope
All brilliant and alive
Because you couldn’t make it here
Maybe next Fall
You said
But age and Death
Ran over you
The leaves cover you now
But as a blanket
A Shroud.
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How many nights has that Moon
Sailed ever so slowly across the Midnight sky
And how many times has the sun leapt into the
Day
And lain at Dusk
That I haven’t thought of You.

“Tranquility” 1993 | Charity Ray
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“That Place” 1993| Cheri Goosby
Take me to that place where ruffled Sunday dresses and
Patent leather shoes focused my attention…
The place where tooth fairies and the Easter Bunny, Leprechauns,
And Santa Claus lived…
Where streets were paved, content under the laughter of little
Ones…
The place where we waited patiently to see what was under the
Christmas tree and if we stayed up late enough, we could
Almost hear the jingling of Santa’s sleigh bells.
Take me to that place where cold mornings, warm blankets, cartoons,
And homemade soup provided the feelings of warmth, loving and
THANKSGIVING the whole year long and security was a word I
Understood…
The place where Mama’s voice and Daddy’s lap comforted when
Sadness abounded…
The place where big brothers and lots of pets made the summer fun…
Where swings in the park and the feel of white sand gritting between
The toes brought glee…
The place where three-wheelers roamed the dirt roads and making
doughnuts in the sand was ecstasy…
Take me to that childhood dream/reality…
				HARMONY
Growing up is hard to do…
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I made up my min’ to be a good student. I’m sick of always makin’ trouble. I need
to fin’ myself. I’m not quite sho’ what it is that I want in life, but I need to fin’ a way
to break outta’ this mess that my life seems to be. Momma is either always pregnant or always drunk and daddy is either outta’ work and mad or drunk everyday.
That way, I can go to college when I get older and get out of this mess.

said, “Mr. White, please stop touchin’ me like that.” When he kept goin’ I
froze and I couldn’ move. I started to fight and when I yelled, he covered my mouth with his cracked and chapped hands. He tole me that if
I struggled anymo’ or yelled again, he would hurt me real bad. I had no
choice but to stop strugglin’...

I got to school and I was very glad that I’d made up my min’ to succeed. The day
was goin’ fine until I got to science. Mr. White kept callin’ on me to answer his
hard questions, instead of callin’ on Sue-Ella, the smartest girl in the class. Everytime I got the answer wrong, Mr. White would rub my shoulda’ and say, “It’s okay.”
He did this for the whole hour we were in class. “After class, Tawanda, I need to
see you,” he told me. I didn’t think nothin’ of it ‘cause he always keep the ones
who need extra help after class. He kept my frien’, Natasha, last week. I tole him
okay. Since this was my last class and I walked home, it was no big deal to stay
after school.

All the way home, my eyes were filled with tears. I couldn’ believe what
had just happened. Why me...I couldn’t get the last words he said to me
outta’ my min’. .. “If you tell, no one is gonna believe a poor, uneducated,
black troublemaker like you.” He was right, if I tole anyone, they would
just think I was lyin’ because he gave me a bad grade. Besides, everyone
looked up to him in the town, even the black people in the community. I
had nowhere to turn. I dried my eyes and pretended that nothin’ was the
matter, though if somethin’ was the matter, no one in my family would
notice, ‘cause they too caught up in their own problems.

After everyone else had left, I started feelin’ scared. Somethin’ just didn’ feel right
about bein’ there alone with Mr. White. He closed the door and locked it and I really got scared. “Tawanda, coulda’ come over here a little closer,” said Mr. White.
I went over beside him and he started rubbin’ on my shoulda’ and my thighs. I

After I’d fed the kids and started my homework, Natasha called me to
see why I had to stay after school. We usually walk home together and
she had waited on me for about twenty minutes. I tole her what had
happened ‘cause she’s my frien’ and she would believe me. When I
finished my story, she started cryin’ along with me...it had happened to
her, too.
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“Tawanda’s Diary” 1993| Cheri Goosby

“Dry Point” 1998 | Shina Fukui
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“The Last Indian” 1993| Amy Webb
Feeling all alone. Just a red face among white and black. Always forgotten, left to fade away. Why is it that people would
rather forget than to learn? Rather guess than to know. Why
is it that people only see black and white and nothing else?
This has gone on too long. I refuse to be hidden and kept
silent. I speak now. Not for myself, but for my people. I pray
to the Great Spirit for strength and wisdom. He tells me that
our day will come and we will have harmony once again.

“Dry Point Durer” 1998 | Shina Fukui

Patience he said is necessary. My patience is weak. Too
much time has passed, too much history lost, too many
things have happened. I do not want war, but recognition.
Considering how the white man raped the land and the
black man won his freedom, this is not much to ask for.
My eyes have long since been dried. I can cry no more. For if
I could, my tears would flood the world. I do not but instead
seek your understanding. I am of what was once considered
a dying race. But we are not dead. We are not dead.

“Graphite” 1998 | Kade Kawaguchi
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Standing on the threshold
Ready to leap in
But longingly looking back
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“Decisions” 1994| Cheri Goosby

A scared little girl
Anxious to become a woman
But still revelling in the throngs of youth
Hides her face in the skirt of childhood.
If the leap is successful, she can never look back.
If it is unsuccessful, she will be trapped for a time
In a place she has tried to gnaw herself out of.
“Graphite” 1998 | Shina Fukui
Suspended delicately, she will stand on her own
But a gentle push comes from somewhere and she is
Forced onto the house of responsibility.
“I Can’t Do It,” she cries.
“You must,” an answer echoes.
Without despair, the child/woman turns once again
To smile at the memories of childhood that must now
Become stepping stones on which the forging new path
Of adulthood relies
GOODBYE SWEET YOUTH…

“Monotype” 1998 | Shina Fukui
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I sat in my room and looked out of the window
While the tears fell from my eyes
I couldn’t stand it anymore,
The pain, the suffering, the lies
You said you’ll never leave me
You promised me agape love
That’s as real as it gets
But what was I thinking of
That’s a love that a mother would have
For her newly born
It’s a love that has no measure
A love that doesn’t know how to scorn
You see, I thought you were different,
I thought you were sincere
But after I gave you my heart
I saw no sign of remorse,
No concern, no regret
All you had the nerve to say was,
“Don’t worry, life ain’t over yet.
You still have time to explore life
One day you’ll find the perfect man.”
I thought to myself, how could this be
This wasn’t in the plan

But after I gave you my heart
You ripped right through it and didn’t care
I saw no sign of remorse
No concern, no regret
All you had the nerve to say was,
“Don’t worry, life ain’t over yet
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“Words to Remember” 1997| Tikisha Watson

You still have time to explore life
One day you’ll find the perfect man”
I thought to myself, how could this be
This wasn’t in the plan
But life is filled with uncertainties and
We may never know the reason why
Just as quick as relationships bloom
Are as quick as they to die
Never take things for granted
Don’t let your guards completely down
You may be an excellent swimmer
But that doesn’t mean you cannot drown.
Hold on to your moralistic values
Don’t do anything against your will
Your so-called Romeo or Juliet
May be as counterfeit as a three dollar bill
Be sure to test the waters of life before jumping completely in and
remember the line between love and hate
Can be extremely thin.

But life is filled with uncertainties and
We may never know the reason why
Just as quick as relationships bloom
Are as quick as they die
Never take things for granted
Don’t let your guards completely down
You may be an excellent swimmer
You said you’ll never leave me
You promised me agape love
That’s as real as it gets
But what was I thinking of
That’s a move that a mother would have for her newly born
It’s a love that has no measure
A love that doesn’t know how to scorn
You see, I thought you were different,
I thought you were sincere
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Dear Mr. President:
My name is Toy Vishun Williams, and I am a freshman at Mars Hill
College in Mars Hill, North Carolina, where I have been reading the
works of Martin Luther King Jr. and Jimmy Carter. I’m sitting here with
tears thinking about the violence that is happening in my community
which is in Atlanta, Georgia. However, I am cognizant of the interrelatedness of all communities and states. I cannot sit idly by and just think
about violence in Atlanta and not be concerned about what happens
in the rest of the world. Every time I turn on my television and look at
the news someone has lost his or her life due to violence. And it seems
like no one cares. But I care, and I want the violence to cease. Due to
violence, “Black Men” have become an endangered species, and they
need to be protected. Dr. King once said that “In any campaign there
are four basic steps: (1) collection of the facts to determine whether
injustices are alive, (2) negotiation, (3) self-purification, and (4) direct
action.” My community has gone through all of these steps in Atlanta,
and violence still engulfs our community.
I don’t know if you know how it feels to see two of your best friends
get shot down like they were animals. I saw the look in their eyes as
they were gasping for oxygen and trying to hold out and fight for their
lives. Do you know how it feels to look a good friend in the eye and
try to give him words of encouragement after his mother was raped
and shot to death? Do you know how it feels to go to bed at night and
not be able to sleep because of the sound of gunfire ringing in your
ears? Do you know how it feels to live in a society where young people
choose guns and drugs over school and education? This type of environment is very detrimental to a young person’s mind and self-esteem.
Socrates felt that it was “necessary to create tension in the mid so that
individuals could rise from the bondage of myths and half-truths to the
unfettered realm of creative analysis and objective appraisal.” Mr President, you must see the need of having nonviolent leaders to create a
kind of tension in society that will help all men and women to rise from
the dark depths of violence, drugs, racism, sexism, and lack of education, to the majestic heights of understanding and brotherhood. Mr.
President, you have the power to do such a thing, and I am counting
on you to do so. I have a lot of faith in you, and a lot of respect for you.
These are the two reasons I am voting for you on November fifth. I am
hoping and praying that you will address this problem. I know that
you are a very busy man, but please take the time to listen to the small
people’s voices that are never heard.
Your brother in Christ and a future leader,

“Me vs. the World” 1997 | Tikish Walwyn
I’m sitting here thinking about life,
Wondering why things happen the way they do.
To me my life is like a canvas
I was born with it clean and now there are so many things
on it
Both pleasant and unpleasant
Then comes the various views
The way you view yourself, and the way in which others
view you
Most of the time those views tend to contradict each
other.
I see myself as I am, as an individual
But others see me as a group,
Or they would pick out certain characteristics and place
me in a category
It’s a pity that people can’t place their energy in themselves
and/or things that would better themselves
But the world would be too peaceful,
It would be unrealistic
There are so many questions left unanswered
Questions that I would like the answers to
Why do people do the things they do
Why do people insist on you being what you’re not, or
pretending that they’re you
When you ignore everyone around you, and stay in your
own world
Why do people still choose to invade your space
Why do people persecute you for the mistakes you make
Or stereotype you because of the chances you take
These are questions in which the answers will remain
assumptions
However, life goes on……
And you will still remain a colorful canvas with pictures
interpreted in a million different ways!
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“Dear Mr. President” 1997 | Toy Vishu Williams

Toy Vishun Williams
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“A Dedication to my Grandmother-America” 1997 | America Ayala

Grandma,
I hate you,
I don’t hate you because you were very mean to me,
Or disciplined me,
Whether I needed it or not,
I hate you because,
You left me, all alone,
How could you leave me?
You were always strong,
Your timing was lousy and I
Despise you for it,
Why did you have to die?
I was too sick to come and see you that night,

I hate you
Because you left me
Bereft in this world without an anchor
To steady me,
But most of all
I hate you because
You left me,

You could have waited,

While you promised that you would never leave
me,

A day, a week, hell even a year,

At least not without a word,

I didn’t get the chance to tell you

I look at your pictures

That I loved you,

And the music box,

I could not apologize for all that

That I had given you that last Mother’s day

I’ve done or said,

A couple of years ago,

That could have hurt you once upon a time,

The music box reminds me of you
As I watch it,
Playing merrily and twirling,
Then suddenly I remember that I really don’t
hate you,
I love you,
I only hate that you have left me,
Alone and all alone.
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“Lean into Love” (song) 1999 |Mariadela Perez-Albela
Holding on tight
To your own right
Holding on to keep your strength
Searching for your independence
Trying to get rid of these old chains
You have to listen to your own story of freedom
Listen to your own heart
And make yours the choice
To lean into love
Fighting myths of your creation
Fighting unjust treatment of the world
You have come far to turn back now
To give up and feel ashamed
Time will pass and years will go
And you’ll keep holding on
Time will pass but time will tell
That you are strong and you will ever
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Listen to your own story of freedom
Listen to your own heart
And make yours the choice
To lean into love.
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“Green Acres” 2000 |M Gonzales Jr.

“Mars Hill, NC, Jul/26th/98” 1999 |Mariadela Perez-Albela
So, enchanted afternoon
Embrace my loneliness
And hug my solitude
Press me to your heart
And rejoice my empty soul
I, once,
Shared my secret with you
I, once,
Believed in your sunshine and your shadow
Let me breathe your purest life
Let me drink your magic green blood
Inhale my spirit inside you
And trap me with your branches
And your roots, prisoner of the ecstasy of love.
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Gunshots right through the night.
But I sleep
Screams break the silence like a baby’s cry
Still I sleep
Helicopters pass while bushes shake like the arctic winds
Still I sleep
Sounds of uncleanness spark nightmares in my head
Silently I think
Does night represent peace, or an outbreak of hate
Still I think
Is this a nightmare or a day that just won’t end
Now I rise
Lights flash by my window in a bluish red shadow
Still I sit
Why do we live, is it to merely suffer
Now I stand
Three images pass my window being chased by a man
Why do I cry
My black people, life is passing us by.
And now I think
The youth of my race, are they missing the key
Why do I rebel
We live in slums, which at times seem like a glimpse of HELL!!!
Why do I bow
He must be the answer; no man can love me now
Peace as I lay
I thank God for changing me everyday
PEACE OR MONEY
ASK HIM FOR GUIDANCE AND SEE THE ANGELS COME
RUNNING

All of Us
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“Growth” 2000 |Gregory Matthews............................................ 69
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“Careless Thoughts” 2000 |Gregory Matthews
Carelessness, While Battles are being fought
Looking from a distance, While your emotions are being
Bought.
She’s attractive but is that the key
She has curves, right where I dreamed they’d be.
One slight curve gives birth to distraction.
To look in her eyes increases my attraction.
I’m attracted to her, but there is a standard.
To kiss before his time, would be a man without manners.
Love that is true and submitted from above.
How dare you shoot arrows at his Heavenly Dove?
Married in secret, before all knowledge.
Praising the Lord, through the desparations of College.
A Dove so sweet that flows with Christ Centered Knowledge.
Our hands joined together, breaking the chains of bondage.
I thank God for her unworldly education.
I thank him for our Biblical foundation.
Am I a Bachelor or MINISTER?
Pimp or FATHER?
Cool or ON THE EDGE?
Sneaky or HONEST?
Students or TEACHER?
Demanding or HUMBLE?
Jealous or FAITHFUL?

“Kwakwaka Wakw Moon Mask” 2000 |Kade Kawaguchi

I WAS, BUT I THANK GOD, THAT NOW
I AM THAT I AM
AMEN.
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“Girl With the Pink Hat” 2007 | Jessica Cyr

Your royal highness, street princess
Beautifully born but now scorned
Society’s trap that sticks in your side like a Thorn
Our beautiful black women walking the streets, I
Mourn
Miss America has nothing on Tamika Jones, while the
Other isle cat walking
Latest designer wear sleek bones
While she wears apparel that bare all
Her sacredness
One of God’s miraculous built creations
With a perfect body that can mesmerize nations
And at the same time bless earth with generations
Our queens walking the streets
Dancing in music videos, shaking their stuff for cash
Selling their bodies for rations and a false sense of
Self-satisfaction
It hurts my heart because you do not recognize who
You are
You are more precious than jewels or money by far
Your royalty, that is your destiny, that is who you are
You have forgotten what it is that sets you apart
Your covenant with the God above from the highest
Ark
Take off your mask, God loves you as you are
Come to God and rediscover what has always been written in
stone
Now Identify Crisis Known
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“Identity Crisis” 2002 |Cedric Johnson

“Head Shop” 2007 |Jessica Cyr
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“Life” 2002 |Cedric Johnson
Arrested
And sentenced
Life in prison
After months of careful suspicion
I was under relentless surveillance
And charged with a mother’s conception
I was innocent
But aren’t we all?
In the court of law
Isn’t that what they all say?
Am I a criminal?
During my hearing, I looked
Around
Only to find
A courtroom
Full of lawyers
Full of judges
Full of prosecutors
The jury
The media
They all labeled me as guilty
Even though there was a lack of
Evidence
And because of my past
And possibly my future
I was robbed of innocence

The system does work!
And led me to plead guilty
On lesser
Charges of
Mental poison
One count of being born
And four counts of unwanted births
But still under negotiation
The death penalty
Now thrown out
But not out of the question
I was charged life in prison
For possession of lie
After and not before conception.

Am I the victim?
Jailed because crooked cops
Planted and blamed things on me
That were not mine and could not be
And the system works, right?
After all
There was probable cause
“Ashe” 2007 |Jessica Cyr
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Too many sleepless nights in this prison of time.
I lay awake while the rest of the world is daydreaming,
Wide eyed, praying for my visit from the Sandman.
I wait for hours while others wait minutes.
My mind wanders searching for closure.
The nightmares of life haunt me on my sleepless nights.

“Be Heard ” 2006 |Da’Von Heath
My mind is a weapon three times more powerful than any man
made
Machine, my brain is the trigger, my mouth is the barrel and my
words are bullets,
Destroying
Any man in my path that may try to halt me from using my brain to
its
Fullest potential, I respect all and fear none, winning my battles
not by fist, but
By
Outsmarting my opponent by showcasing my verbal capabilities, I
use my mind and
Voice to enlighten the future generation of how powerful a person’s speech and mind process can better their train of thought,
utilizing our freedom of speech sometimes
Gives society the opportunity
To observe
Situations and ideas from different aspects
Instead of jumping to conclusions,
Violence would decrease if we would use our god
Given talents to speak
Positive toward our peers, my thoughts are my everyday tools
I use to build a house of words and verbal expressions, one’s ability to project their
Voice in a manner that motivates and infers positive intentions on
another is a
Terrible thing to waste.
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“Nights” 2006 |Chris Hewitt

I live in a world where the Golds and the BLUES
Are the most beautiful colors
What of the BLACKS and BROWNS?
Are they to be cast aside and forgotten?
Like unwanted gifts?
To go unappreciated
To reside in the ghettos and the hells and on
Earth
Am I ugly because my eyes aren’t blue
Because my hair isn’t blonde
Is that all beauty has become
Two colors,
What a dull world you have painted
These eyes that convey so much
pain
Using only blue and gold on white canvas
Tell me I am ugly because I don’t fit
There are more colors than
Your description of beauty
Grains of sand
I look at my hands
Stars in the sky
Scribbling black words across white
Leaves on trees
pages
Blades of grass
Covered with blue lines
More colors than I can describe
My BROWN skin seems to enhance
Look into my eyes
the brilYes, these eyes that communicate with souls
Liances
Of my words
It bothers me that you will never
hear
What I say
‘Cause, I speak in Hi-Def
My words are crystal clear
I paint images skillfully with nothing
more
Than my lips and tongue
Using colors so vibrant
Your body feels the warmth
What a dull world you live in.
What a sad lonely world.
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“So, Who’s the Winner in War?” 2007 | Adrian Rodney-Edwards
The one that’s right or the one that’s left. In war there can be no winner.

“Still Slaves” 2007 | Adrian Rodney-Edwards (Winner)

Those who aren’t killed are left to walk the earth as the living dead.
Haunted by the ghost of men they have killed. Sleep offers no escape for
the survivors. Their
Minds play tricks on them as they replay gruesome details over and over
again. Nightmares become daymares.
They now live their life in fear
Silence is no longer a simple pleasure these soldiers have.
The screams, the pleas of young boys begging for mercy
But you tell yourself they are the enemy kill or be killed simple as that.
No right no wrong.
Just the truth.
Truth?

Take away hope and the soul is broken. Welcome to the ghetto, the land of the hopeless.
The home of the slaves. Slaves to products made by kids in foreign lands. Slaves to big
cars on big rims. Slaves to the golden M, serving lettuce, tomatoes, patty on a bun. WIth
fries soaked in death. MMM-Mmmmm good all served with a smile. Slaves to PS 3s, High
Def TV’s and B.E.T. The Tvs are crystal clear unlike their lives, hazy and ruled by fear. “Oh,
boy we moving on up. Finally, getting a piece of the pie.” Or, should I say scraps from the
dog’s bowl. If my grandmother’s grandmother saw you she’d tell you you are no better
than her. She knows a slave when she sees one. “You sho’ do look like a slave to me.
Different master, different work, same sorrow, same hopelessness.” I thought by now we

Yes the truth.

would have us some FREE. Yeah you get paid to work, yeah you have nice stuff but you oh

The truth you were spoon fed and sipped through a straw.

so cold. You forgot where you came from; you forgot your natural tongue. Amazing you’re

Pure 100% propaganda.
I mean the 10 o’clock news and your local newspaper givin’ you the facts.

a slave that is free to be free but your mind is bound in chains. Set yourself free from all
forms of mental slavery.

Taught to you before you learned your ABC’s
I pledge Allegiance to the United States of America.
Whoever doesn’t love it is gonna face death.
With liberty and justice for the rich,
Sorry to say it but fuck the rest.
Talk bad about America you’re a terrorist.
Strive to educate yourself you’re labeled as strange.
Set out to free the masses YOU DISAPPEAR.
So, if you keep teaching and if you keep preaching, You might have to take
a little trip.
Paid for by the US Gov
Don’t worry you won’t be lonely.
You Have Malcom X, Martin Luther King, and a Million more
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But that Thursday was different from other Thursdays. I was very
tired since I had a few hours to sleep because of my studying and
homework. When my alarm went off, I just wanted to stay in my
bed and sleep. It was a very cloudy and gloomy day.
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They like me, and they always welcome me every time when I step
into the class. I just love being with them.

I went to my first class and then to the elementary school and I got
back to college again for my calculus class. By the time I got out
from the class, I was exhausted, and what I wanted to do was to
go to the cafeteria for a big lunch and go back to my room to take
a sweet nap.
“Two more hours, Grace,” I said to myself and headed for the
elementary school. Even though it was the second time stepping
into the class, the kids greeted me and welcomed me as if they
had not seen me for a long time. Their smiles and hugs helped me
to forget for a second that I was really hungry and tired. I helped
them to finish making the bat’s wings.
“Untitled” 2010 |Jiabin Xiao
“Bonner Reflection” 2007 | Grace Kim

As soon as they finished writing their two-sentence journals,
they were able to go outside and play. I went out in order to help
the teacher. The clouds were gone. The sun was shining and the
teachers were sitting under the shade, looking at the children. I
was heading to the teachers to sit with them until a bunch of children came to me and asked, well, begged actually, for me to play
with them. I knew that I did not want to, but I felt like I had to.

8:15-9:45 (or 9:50) Class
10:00-11:45 Mars Hill Elementary School
12:00-12:50 Class
1:00-3:00 Mars Hill Elementary School
This is my schedule for Thursday. Surely, it is not the best schedule for me.
As soon as I come out from my first class, I have to run to elementary school
since I hate being late. After volunteering for two hours at the school, I run
again to college for my next class. And after an hour, once again, I run to the
elementary school. It is a tiring day, but I love to go to the elementary school.

I was the teacher and the kids were students. I had to teach them
how to count from one to a hundred. As I was teaching them,
Anna, the smallest girl in the class, pointing at the sky, screamed
and said, “FIRE!!!”
What in the world…? I looked at the sky and looked at her. She
was still pointing at the sky, and other kids started screaming.
“We have to run away! Come on, Miss Grace, hurry up!” They
pulled me, and we started running around the playground.
“It’s okay now. I put out the fire.”
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“Oh no! Chocolate monster! Quick, run!”
“Tornado!!”
“There comes the dinosaur! He is going to eat us!”
Each kid started to shout out the monsters they could see. Honestly, I was too tired
to run away from the chocolate monster, tornado, and dinosaur. And it was very
awkward for me to run with the children, screaming and shouting. I looked at the
teachers, hoping that they would save me. But they were just smiling at me. I wondered what they were thinking. The kids were pulling me and pushing me around. I
was embarrassed to run with them, and tired, but I did not want to destroy their play.
I hesitate for a moment. Then a word came to my mind. IMAGINATION.
I imagined a huge, ugly, but appetizing chocolate monster coming toward me and
a tornado which was ready to take us far away. Also a humongous dinosaur with
sharp teeth, just like the one I saw in the movies. Wow...Maybe my imagination was
too realistic. I had nothing else to do but to run away from them to save my life. I
started to run with the kids, to escape from them.
Eventually my students and I escaped from the monsters successfully.
Imagination used to be my best friend when I was a little girl. I used to live in my
own world. But as I grew up, I spent more time in the real world than in my imagination world. I had to be more logical than imaginative. Many times in school, it was
easy for me to use my logic than my imagination.
But through the Bonner Scholar Program, I had a little chance to activate my imagination by designing the cover page of the magazine Discovery. And also the play
time with the kids helped me. It was a sweet experience for me. I felt like I had found
something that I thought that I had lost.
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One of the greatest challenges of my life occurred a few years ago
when I, a citizen of Korea, was asked to sing the national anthem of my
host country, the United States of America. I was a student at George C.
Marshall high School and was honored to be asked to sing before the
football game. I was anxious as I stood up to sing. I could feel the cold
air deep down in the nerve roots of every hair on my head. Although
it is a blur to me, I remember walking, alone, out on the football field
to stand in the middle of the stadium. Thousands of pictures swirled
through my head as I wondered if I could do it. Where should I stand?
Where should I look? Should I close my eyes to better concentrate on
the words? How does it begin?
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“National Anthem” 2009 |Hyunsoo Kim

I had the keen thought fly through my mind: “I am not a citizen of this
country. I was not born here. What if I fail to do justice to an anthem
etched deep into the heart of every American?”
“Untitled” 2010 |Ayaka Kuroiwa

“White Man My Brother” 2008 | Da’Von Heath
White man my brother, why must you look at me funny with those
blue eyes on your face, and frown of disgrace, as if to say your skin
color is better than my race or your place is better than my space,
nah my brother and I do say brother cause under God’s sun we
are viewed as one, I’m not making this up, these words are straight
from God’s tongue.
White man my brother can we stop this verbal abuse, I heard it
before, your words are misused, us blacks been suffering for three
hundred years and you wanna hurt us some more,
White man my brother we just want to be viewed as equal, after all
we are people, and you know you need us just as we need you, and
I hope my views are getting through, but if they’re not then understand this, besides my color I’m no different from you.
White man my brother, we just want you to realize there’s no need
to criticize. I’m not a monkey, I eat from the table like you when
it’s dinner time, and these thoughts been in mind, I just spoke out,
black society will never grow if we keep saying never mind.
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I watched as what looked like thousands of people stood up slowly
and placed their hands over their hearts. For a brief moment, a chill
went through my body when I saw an old veteran rise slowly to his feet
and begin a feeble salute. Then I saw the firmness of his stance, and it
seemed the feelings of patriotism flowing through his body as he stood
proudly. I began to grasp the solemnity of this moment that occurs at
hundreds of games each year, yet each time it occurs it is different. It
is not the person singing the anthem that makes it meaningful. It’s that
old soldier with many a comrade lying in a foreign field that makes
moments like these so powerful with meaning. I felt some of that feeling
begin to seep into my body. It seems it started way down as I heard the
music begin. It flowed upward in me as if it was on its own and I was
just standing there. I heard my nervous voice utter tones which became
clearer. I felt like a bird that had fallen from the nest and discovered it
could fly! The exhilaration almost overwhelmed me. Then I knew the
words, not just from a dictionary, but from the old soldier’s face, the
crowd’s solemn attention, and I realized that here is patriotism taking on
new life this very moment.
I have relived that moment many times. I have even sung the national
anthem with my friends. However, that moment was unique. I think I
learned to trust myself a little more. I performed beyond my expectation.
I found something new in my foice. When you do something that’s big-
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America, the Land of Opportunity. This opportunity was possible because I live
in America. As shown by Barack Obama--the African American with the “funny
name”--when he became president of the United States of America, all people in
America have the opportunity to achieve goals that were once considered unachievable. The opportunity of singing the national anthem was only the beginning
of my journey of life. I have just begun.
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ger than yourself, your whole body is transformed. I also discovered the great pride
of my host country. Truly, America is the beautiful. I am glad I had a rare opportunity to express my appreciation.
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“Is My Perception Reality” 2009 |Mitchell Williams “Big Blaq”
As I look around and notice what I see
I start to question: is my perception reality?
Your smell, your walk, even your luscious lips
Your game, your talk, and your curvaceous hips.
It makes me wonder why did God create you?
Because hell and high water is what you take me through,
But it’s not your fault that you are heavenly
It’s my fault because I didn’t realize you were made for me.
A life without love isn’t a life at all
But a life without you, as a man, I will fall,
Because behind every good man stands a great woman
And in their unison, love is always comin’.

Ain’t it funny how real life works
The way some give without
Receiving in turn
Ain’t it funny how after you give
You’re the one that ends up feeling the burn
Ain’t it funny how life has its quirks
Like when the sunshines mixes with the rain
Ain’t it funny when nothing works
And then you alone have to feel the pain
Ain’t it funny when you care so much for people
But they think you want to do them harm
Ain’t it funny that when you think you’re strong
Actually you’re as weak as a babe in arms?
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“Life” 2009 |Fredricka Porter

So as you lay on top of me I take a deep breath
And question, my God, how could you have anything left?
Because I see now that this is my unique and personal blessing
And Making her happy for life is my only testing.
The best things in life sometimes are forgotten
And an apple that looks too good can sometimes be rotten,
But every time we kiss you reinforce it to me
That you are turning my perception into reality.

“6:30am” 2018 | Jasmine Xayavong
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Had no shining armor or great white horse
My healing heart took a small feeble leap
Could not again take this dangerous course
Admit you didn’t have me at hello
After spending time with you I was hooked
You were actually quite a charming fellow
Again I started to care how I looked.
You named me beautiful and that was sweet
I looked forward to seeing you nightly
We would talk as you massaged my tired feet
The ice on my heart was melting slightly
A feeling had come I wanted to shove
My heart was letting the traitor back in: Love.
“Take A Stand” 2011 |Ciara L. Felder
Doctor Martin Luther King had big dreams
And Malcolm X was a man with a plan
But we do forget their hard work it seems
Wanting to blame any setbacks on “The Man”
Rosa Parks sat down on a public bus
Sojourner asked them “Ain’t I a Woman? And

The raindrops adorn the glass as stars speckle the night sky. My
shoulder leans against the side of the bus and my temple strategically rests upon the chilled window: a barrier between the damp
reality outside and my protected emotions within. The buildings,
the people, the trees, they all blur past as though the very raindrops on the window had smeared a painting. My mind settles in
the gray expanse between reverence and hopefulness, its usual
spot, much like the indentation made in a sofa cushion from your
repetition visitation. These moments one would think contain no
emotion, but, oh, the irony. I find the ordinary, bleak, and mundane
moments to be saturated with the most complex of thoughts.
Today, my bus ride is one of them.
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“The Traitor” 2011 |Ciara L. Felder
He rode up in an old gray Bronco Jeep

No words would possibly illustrate my thoughts, but I know this
unexplainable emotion is of great importance. This feeling is as
familiar as the very lines on my hand, and I revisit it often. The bus
empties and refills, but with no one I can relate to, so I leave emotions on the glass. The fog has spread over the entire surface and
my finger cannot resist the temptation to express itself. My emotions now streaked upon the clear surface. Even with such intense
commotion within, the only thing I manage to draw is a heart: my
heart.It’s simple in structure and appearance, but it’s a labyrinth of
emotion.
My stop is here.
I step off the bus.

It seems all we can do is cuss and fuss
Nobody wants to get up and make a stand
Nat Turner was violent but took a chance
The Little Rock Nine risked their lives to learn
Nowadays gunshots don’t get a second glance
Black folks sitting around acting stubborn
Can’t make a change with an attitude that’s bland

I leave my heart; maybe someone will take notice of it. What an
ambitious though. A man steps on the bus and takes my seat; by
then the fog has invaded the window...my heart dissipates and
vanishes. My heart fogged over, its silent appearance short-lived
and unnoticed.
The bus disappears into the horizon.
I walk off in search of another window.

Come on, Feel something! Do something! Take a stand!
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The substitute teacher was checking role. “Now class.
Raise your hand when I call your name.”
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“Roll Call” 2011 |Ciara Felder

“Tiffany?” Check.
“Jessica?” Check.
“Jason?” Check.
“Sarah?” Check.
“Christopher?” Check.

“Tiger” 2014 | Lucia Ortega
“Villanelle” 2011 |Brandon Howell
Is this the right path I have chosen?
Should I have chosen a different route?
Although while I think, time is not frozen.
Am I a fake who’s merely imposin’?
Does my southern slang make writing impossible?
Is this the right path that I have chosen?
Was this not the place to stick my nose in?
Can everyone smell my faulty appearance?
Although while I think, time is not frozen.
Maybe I should have lain, never to have rosen,
No, no, what I meant to say was risen.
Although while I think, time is not frozen.

“Brandon?” Check.
“Latisha?!!!” she yelled while looking directly at me. The
only black girl in the class.
“Latisha?” she said looking at me. Silence. “I guess Latisha
wants to pretend she’s not here today and will be marked
absent.
“No! No! I am over here!” screamed Latisha from her corner of the classroom. She was skinny, with blonde hair and
blue eyes. She had been named after her mother’s best
friend who had passed away the day she was born.
“Oh,” the substitute said. Her face turned beet red. “Well,
let’s continue.”
“Ciara?” I raised my hand. “That’s a beautiful name for a
girl,” she said. Check.

I would probably be better off posin’.
Somewhere on a runway trying to run away.
Is this the right path that I have chosen?
Although while I think, time is not frozen.
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“Marie” 2011 |Brandon Howell
I have known loneliness.
I have endured the sorrows that come with solidarity.
I have sworn allegiance in the name of love.
But nothing can withstand an eternity, so is my promise
destined to fail?
Deterministic love is something that one who has loved many
knows nothing about.
Maybe the weight of the world rests on my shoulders, divided
into two entities.

But Eros’ perfect plan for me was compromised by free will.
Which is ironic because his mother was imperfect like me.
So then, I am no worse than the gods!
Who after all was Apollo?
Was he not the son of an unfaithful god?
How are they better than I?

Maybe while I try to piece together a treaty, my justice and
injustices wage war;
One side of the battlefield is all white, and the other is all
black.
I remain hopeful in this revolution, but no...I know better…

Why then? -- Why are there those who are good, those who are better, and
those who are the best?
I am jealous of them all.
I am jealous of those gods and mortals who escape Freud’s supposed conscious.

I know that there is no grey area!
I am jealous because I feel alone.
I know that there is no calming middle!
I may not be alone but I swear it’s how I feel.
I know that where I stand is the opposite of perfection!
I swear that I have known it all along.
I KNOW I am not perfect!
And yet the mortals mock me with their gods’ ideal of excellence.
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His bright cape cocooned around us as we landed gently on the
rooftop of the Daily Planet. I’ll never get used to the surreal feeling of
flying: it’s like the world is at your fingertips and you feel outlandishly
powerful, fearless, calm. Only then to realize it was never really you
flying but your lover boy from some unknown alien planet who, when
he’s not busy saving the world, takes you out flying during your date
night ventures.
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“Average” 2014 |Ebony Simpson

“Lois, is something wrong?” His voice broke through my thoughts.
Typical Superman, always knowing when something is wrong.
I looked up at him and suddenly felt so...small.
“I’m fine...Superman, just thinking,” I stated plainly. I turned away.
“About?” he pushed on.
I looked up over the horizon, as the earth engulfed the sun; it would
slowly become dimmer and dimmer until...nothing would be left but
darkness. I turned sharply toward him and flashed a Lois Lane, ace
reporter smile. I grabbed his cape in both hands and pulled him in
close. I whispered in his ear.
“I’m thinking about kissing you.”
He smiled. And our lips touched. It was cosmic, and I would have
stayed there all day pressed close to his body if it wasn’t for…
“Lois, a train just threw its brakes and is heading for…”
“No, let me guess, a broken down bridge over some raging ravine?”
“...Sometimes I think it’s you that has the superpowers.”
“Ummm...call it a reporter’s instinct.”
“I’ve got to…”
“I know…go...I mean GO!”
“Snookie” 2014 | Ebony Simpson
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“I know, I know. It’s just that...I love you, Lois Lane.”
God those last three words...he had to say them, and now
I’m supposed to return the favor. Before I do, he flies off
into the sunset. It’s probably best. Could I even love him?
Me. Simple Lois Lane, no superpowers Lois Lane, plain
Lois Lane. I literally stood in the man’s shadow. How could
I love something that felt so beyond me? I stayed up on
the roof waiting for the last bit of sunlight to disappear. I
stood thinking, musing, until I realized the sun was gone
and it was 9:00 PM. Sometime in the next couple of hours,
I would have to go report on an apparent train wreck
stopped by the renowned Superman. Typical average Lois.
As I walked down the hallway, I caught my reflection in an
office window and smiled. But damn, average never looked
so good.

“A Letter to God from Freedom” 2014 |Sumner Rhodes
Dear God,
I have observed the great masses of human beings who are hurting and
oppressed, and I am searching for people who would love to partner with
me to help make things better. I see devastation throughout various places
and some have worked hard to run me out of different nations, but I’m so
abstract they can’t touch me. I’m an invisible concept, so sometimes they
forget me and take me for granted. There are those who have me, but they
forget that there are so many who do not. They don’t realize how precious
moments with me truly are because too many never get an opportunity to
have me around. Oh God, my prayer is that the people remember You so
that I can go everywhere you’ve sent me.
Your handiwork,
Freedom

“Lake Louise Park” 2018 | Jasmine Xayavong
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“Sonnet-- A Prayer” 2015 |Jordan Talley
At nights this cold, I find I am bereft,
Of love, of soul, of all necessities.
My eyes open at mem’ry of your death.
At times like this I’ll kneel to God and plead:
“My lover, I do miss her horr’bly dear.
She has been gone for years much more than ten.
Sometimes I wake and find I quake with fear,
For in my dreams I live that day again.”
Somedays He whispers gently during
Pray’r,
But then at times He greets me with
Silence.
Sometimes I question his doting care.
“After The Storm” 2015 | Raven Vergara

But today I have praised him, his
Highness.
But even though, my dear, you’re far and gone,
God will be here all my life, ever long.
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“Flames” 2015 | Christina Williamson

“Untitled” 2015 | Carlos Cruz
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My cheeks are wide as the Oconaluftee
“Untitled” 2015 | Alauna Reckley
The view from here was beautiful, the sun was really bright. The decorations were
set up well and beamed underneath its light. Everyone was dressed up, stunning
to the eye. I watched these people laugh and rejoice but all I could do was cry.
She began her peaceful walk with a cover on her face. I envied her endless beauty
and her walk of grace. The audience was in awe as she began to make her rounds.
From the speaker was beautiful music but from everyone else, there were no
sounds. She claimed her throne of arrogance, he greeted her with a smile. They
caught each other’s gazes and were locked in for a while. The festivities continued
on as my heart became heavy. They were so eager to finish but my emotions just
weren’t ready. They exchanged the forbidden words of unity and exchanged the
beautiful rings. Rice was thrown, smiles were shown, and I heard the choir sing. I
broke down in tears knowing that this was the end. I just witnessed the love of my
life marry my best friend.

Mirroring a full moon
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“My Cheeks” 2015 | Katlin Bradley

High as Rattle Snake Mountain
And yellow as the root.
But they are my cheeks
They widen when I speak
I loathed them for a while
But learned to love them
‘Cause they showed anyone
That I was a someone
Who belonged to a somebody
There was no way I could be a nobody
This somebody
Could never feel alone
Because this somebody
Could see everybody in her cheeks.
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The good times and bad are all in my mind,
Forever they wait in my memory.
Reminders of a past so far behind,
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“Sonnet to Memory’s Curse” 2015 | Jakobi Scroggins

That will follow me for eternity.
It would be easier to just forget,
And then be free of its eternal curse.
To be released from all of this regret,
Our darkest nightmares would hardly be worse.
Never again seeing the shades of the past,
May be just the blessing I desire.
Trapped in this prison my soul only thrashed,
It burns me inside much like a great pyre.
If lost I’d forget all of the good times,
And so I will stay in memory’s vines.

“Tiny Dancer” 2016 | Amanda King

“SZA” 2016 | Shannon Littlejohn
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But then I retreated,
With so many voices speaking over my own,
I fade into the background alone,
As if I’m put on mute.
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“Let Me Speak” 2016 | Shaquavia Harper

Speak louder, they say,
Well, it still doesn’t work this way,
So all I will say is hey,
Furthermore I’m still ignored,

“Untitled” 2016 | Ashanti Brown

“High in July” 2015 | Darius Jones

Drowned out onto the ocean floor,
This I can no longer afford,

High in July, I’m touching the sky.

Like every need being fulfilled, with still that long list

While losing my faith, I still believe I can fly.

of desires.

Blind to the facts, my mind wonders at night,

Just overlooked and taken for granted,

Pinpointing wrongs, still not getting it right.

But this is my cry,

Looking for change, but who can I blame,

Maybe one that will never be seen,

Pennies, nickels, and dimes they all seem the same.

You will never understand what it was like to be me.

Oh Lord help me! I need an assist,
Where’s my Guardian Angel? Too many demons exist.
Dialing your number, hello are you there?
Whenever I need you, you’re my listening ear.
No luck at luck, damn the selfish decisions,
They’re shading my hope and blinding my visions.
My grandma would frown on this life that I’m living,
I’m getting closer to her with this grave that I’m digging.
Laugh now, cry later, this life I will savor,
Until then my love, I say see you later.
Never goodbye, I just look to the sky,

“Arbus Freak Aesthetic” 2016 | Gabriel Crumpler

Eyes ruby red, I’m just high in July.
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We enter Ezra’s room and take it all in. His vinyl copy of Loveless still on the record
player, bed sheets in any order possible.
“It’s all just so weird,” I respond. “This isn’t Ezra at all. Why wouldn’t he tell anyone?
If he got into some trouble or had an issue, why didn’t he try to work it through with
someone?”
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the dreams of embracing him with all the strength her small arms could only for it to
be ripped away and start the cycle of tears all over again. Not even the devil himself
could be that cruel.

We begin to run through every micro expression we can remember in our interactions. Could it have been depression? Ezra is the same Ezra we knew all our lives. The
paintings in an exhibition showing every time we laughed together.
We return downstairs to his mother and start helping out around Ezra’s house. She
keeps apologizing for the state of the house, but for Christ’s sake, the woman has
been through the rack since the start. Growing up, Ms. Cantos was known as the cool
mom. She worked her best. Let us wreak havoc at 2am. Let me shoot her gun in 7th
grade. She was strength but now a statue. Robbed of her hammer or strength absorbed by a foreign gem.
We split the duties. Elliot downstairs and me upstairs.
That’s when I find it.
A map of a neighborhood but completely distorted. Some third grader’s masterpiece.
A circle of fresh red ink that furiously circles a specific place.
“Day of the Dead Woman” 2016 | Shannon Littlejohn
“Colour” 2016 | Alain Diaz
May 24th, 2002:
Missing person: 23 year old Ezra Cantos. Mixed complexion. approx. 6’0.
Last known sightings: May 14th: Mother saw Ezra leaving their residence.
No neighbors near saw. Closest associates Charles Rye and Elliot Rainer
at a local coffee shop the same day. Both stated that Ezra displayed no
behavior out of the ordinary. Current status of case is undetermined. High
possibility abuse of controlled substances. Possibly suicide
That is it. Their conclusion. The kid’s done; probably strung out and living
under a bridge. They cheated Ezra; blindly putting drugs and suicide as
the answer to a question never read. Just another sprawled and covered
in a blanket of his vices. Too busy to find the guy who ran into Franklin’s
house when it caught on fire last January. Ezra, who drove half an hour to
be with me after I lost control of my Saab in the back roads. Nothing.
It’s been 20 days. The case’s only development is Elliot and I finally visiting Ms. Cantos. Seeing her face is a silent film. A rocky camera blinking
out a maroon light that showed the image of old men given about their
years past and graveyard in front of them. I begin to wonder what is
worse: the crippling anxiety for the knock on the door of a body found or
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“Elliot, come look at this.”
“What is this? Did you draw this? After four years of art in high school, this is your
magnum opus?”
“I found this in Ezra’s room, under the mattress,” I say as I try to see it from different
angles if it makes any more sense. “Could it be the neighborhood?”
“I can see it.” Elliot continues, “I can see your place, too, Charles. The woods behind
my house is circled.”
Our eyes meet, connected by the same thought. Ezra is in those woods.
We pack carefully. Ration whatever snacks we can afford at the corner store and start
the search.
We enter the woods. The old trees tower over us, creating a shadow above us.
Every step is looped. Questioning every turn, marking trees passed, but it isn’t long before
there are marks on both sides.
The sunset comes. Have we really spent that long in here?
We build a fire as the sun sets and start cooking Spam on the thickest twigs that can hold
it.
“This is a nightmare,” Elliot sighs. “Lost in the middle of nowhere without the slightest clue
of what we’re looking for. The best part of this search has been this stick meat.”
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After a silence, I say with all the grit squeezed from every muscle, “Tomorrow will be the day. We’ll find him.”

Ezra, or at least the one we knew. We are all so concerned about what happened
that we never ask what is wrong.

The June sun is unforgiving the next day.

I never lived in the dark before.

A flicker of a fire lights in the distance. We approach and see it. Crouched
in the center, we see a man. He wears only a worn pair of khaki shorts.
Covered in scratches and hardened mud and fresh dirt.

We arrive back and are swarmed with family members and police officers wanting to know where we had been and what we’d experienced. Ezra is back. Ezra is
here to his mother’s relief. Happily ever after.

We freeze but finally call his name.

A few days later, Ezra comes to me out of boredom. I am spending the day gouging on red velvet cake from the party for my girlfriend’s promotion.

The man turns to face us, revealing his patchy beard, fresh wounds on
his face and torso and with eyes of a marksman. It is Ezra but someone
completely different.
“Charles? Elliot?” Ezra’s voice breaks as if this is the first time he has
spoken in weeks.
“Ezra, what happened? Where have you been?” Elliot says with his voice
becoming louder and with more concern, “You’ve been missing for almost a month and here you are rolling around in the mud!”
Elliot slaps him.
“Did you ever stop and think of someone other than yourself?”
“I’m sorry, Elliot,” Ezra begins. “Has it really been almost a month? It’s
only been three days at least.”
There’s no way he can’t tell what he has become. Those wounds are
bleeding.
“You look like an animal. Why have you-” Elliot, realizing his anger, takes
a step back and continues, “Why have you been out here so long?”
“I’m serious, Elliot. I’ve only been here for three days.” Ezra stands. “I’m
sorry. I really am. I shouldn’t have gone here.”
I put my arm on his shoulder, feeling the bones through his skin. “Why
did you even come out here?”
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“Don’t be so discouraged. We covered a lot of land!

He lost something and I want to know what.
“I want to see again. Charles, I want to see.” He begins to tear up. The second
time I’ve seen him cry. I slap my arm on his shoulder.
“What will it take? What do you need?” I stand. “What can I do for you Ezra?”
“I need help”
Not long after, Ezra starts seeing a psychiatrist. We are stunned when he explains
all the different medications and their effects. He tells us about the nasty looks
when he takes his pills in public. I am guilty as well. It takes time for me to absorb
it. Like a broken arm or leg, this is his cast or his crutch. This is Ezra.
He’s planning a backpack through Europe. He starts to learn a few languages.
Given the help needed to see every shade and feel them deeply so much, he
assigns colours to things. French? Blue. German? Green. Italian? Red.
The world is a masterpiece to him again. This isn’t Ezra. Not the only living black
and grey that takes everything.
I wonder what colour I am. Something deep blue maybe.
Maybe he’ll tell me some day.
I’ll stick around and find out.

“I lost something. I’ve been looking for it for months. It’s been going on
for years. Myself fading away. Soon the colours faded. I didn’t realize I
was in the forest for so long. When you’re this deep in it, the light doesn’t
always shine. Like you’re in a cocoon.”
No response.
“If everyone is worried, let’s head back. I didn’t mean to cause any trouble
or make you all worried. I’m sorry.”
He keeps apologizing the whole way back. We have found what we
search for but our hands are empty. The person we come back with is not
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It’s really crazy cuz like, I look back down the timeline of history and it’s really wild
to me how much violence there had to be in order for just one race to actually be
free. It’s like we took 5 steps forward just to be pushed 15 steps back. And still,
justice always seemed to be the one factor that we lacked because certain people didn’t know how to act or to just sit down and discuss the history behind the
fact that everybody should be treated just the same. It wasn’t our fault so why are
we the ones to blame? Taking a step out on faith just to be put to shame. Being
humiliated in public because of color and a last name. King, Parks, Tubman, and
Mandela, to name a few. Fighting for the human race, for me and you. I know if it
was me, I’d step up to the plate, too. I mean, if somebody took what was rightfully
yours then what would you do? Overcoming oppression despite the hatred and
laughter. Having to lose lives in order to celebrate the joy after the tiresome fights
and broken rungs in the equality ladder and finally getting everyone to realize that
all lives really do matter.
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“BHM” 2016 | Alauna Reckley

“Aguadilla” 2016 | Christina Williamson

“The Old Peasant Woman” 2016 | Gabriel Crumpler
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“Habitat” 2017 | Christina Williamson

“Nature Teapot Set” 2016 | Christina Williamson

“Radial” 2017 | Christina Williamson
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“Pac” 2017 | Brooke Anthony Robinson

“Let Me Speak” 2016 | Shaquavia Harper
But then I retreated,
With so many voices speaking over my own,
I fade into the background alone,
As if I’m put on mute.
Speak louder, they say,
Well, it still doesn’t work this way,
So all I will say is hey,
Furthermore I’m still ignored,
Drowned out onto the ocean floor,
This I can no longer afford,
Like every need being fulfilled, with still that long list
of desires.
Just overlooked and taken for granted,
But this is my cry,
Maybe one that will never be seen,
You will never understand what it was like to be me.
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“You” 2017 | Daniel Knight
You know
when I look at you it’s difficult for me to think about what a better match
would be
Than when beauty is mixed with personality
I just thank The Lord for creating such a masterpiece
Since you came into my life it’s like Cupid threw the sharpest knife and it
stuck right through my heart
Dipped in the poison that is you
I continue to lose a grip on reality falling into deep sleep
You got me in a trance
You rubbed the bottle I’m your genie your wish is my command
Once Swimming in this sea of women then hook line and sinker I’m a dead
man see I don’t think you understand that
Without you
I am just a beach without an ocean
I’m flying cloudy skies with no sun
With no direction my flight is destined to crash land In My depression
I am forever lost
And much like Aladdin I was a peasant
a street rat until I found my princess Jasmine
A whole new world has arrived
Now tell me princess when did you last let your heart decide?
You see it’s difficult to think about what a better match would be
Than when beauty is mixed with personality
Such a wonderful sight to see
I just thank The Lord for creating such a masterpiece
This has to be a dream
You’re my dream
I’m so honored to call you mine
And I honestly believe when God was creating me in his hand
He had you in mind
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“Death of the Red Hair Gerhl” 2017 | Kristy Lee

“Chops” 2017 | Amanda King
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“Time Spent (Wasted)” 2017 | Kendall Bines
I feel as though I’m wasting away, getting wasted along the way.
I’m drowning downing these toxins, I’m slipping, numb to the fact
That ever since your departure my feelings I seem to harbor.
I try my best to forget, but remembering every second spent, until I’m staring down
the bottom of
another bottle or can, whatever’s left in my hand.
I should’ve been more discreet, turn off my read receipts,
With each passing day we grow distant, and I have no one to blame but me.
I’m finding my heart is conflicted, was it truly love that I was feeling or just lust?
A deadly sin, it’s a must I distinguish a difference, regardless I’m still infatuated
I just feared rejection, I’m reminiscing on what used to be, the curtains close

“Faith Series” 2018 | Imani McCain

Now we will never be, my heart forever remains empty.
“Hush” 2018 | Kendall Bines
My cries meet with a silence, don’t give me those dirty looks
“Hush,” they silence my cries.
My strides are seen as rebellion, “you think you’re better than us?”
“Hush,” they hold me back.
My life priceless to me, please tell me I matter
“Hush,”-- “we all matter.”
They see no difference, or need to change, “C’mon we’re all the same.”
Speak out and now you’re militant.
Overly sensitive, yet complacent is what they’d have you believe
Speak out or speak up “all you do is complain.”
All this because of my skin, a sin I didn’t commit, but live with nonetheless,
“Hush, Hush stay quiet, fade away into the night.”
“Faith Series” 2018 | Imani McCain
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“Yellow Canaries” 2018 | Jaime Kelly
Shadows danced along the white walls of the ballroom as the half burned candles flickered
with each movement. Hands extended, bodies twirled, dress hems swept the polished
floors as the clicks of heels and loafers sounded throughout the hall. The tables were set
beautifully along the edges of the dance floor with a feast upon them. They were adorned
with the wildflowers Melodia. Flowers of orange brightness set in full bloom in golden
vases upon each table.
Among the dulled colors of dresses, one stood out amongst the others, a beautiful yellow
gown that graced the floor with each thread that passed over it. The skirt of the dress was
long and looked heavy but moved like a butterflies’ wings as she danced. The dress was
sleeveless but never slipped as it fit her as if it were made to. The mask adorning the owner’s face was like that of the masks worn by all other party goers. The mouth was curled
into a smile, and the eyes were wide and rounded and had large dimples. The wood was a
dark color from the maples and was polished to shine.
As they danced, they traded off partners, and as each man danced with the woman in
yellow and they felt their breath being taken with the burst of their heart, they found that at
the end of the dance the floor stained red at their feet and a hole where their heart should
be. But they only smiled with their masks and continued to dance as they crumpled to the
floor. But each beautiful heel and graceful dress shoe only stepped over the victims’ bodies
and tracked the blood across the dance floor. Just like in the village of Melodia where the
lady in the yellow dress had bloomed from. They swept through the village year after year
and stained the flowers a bloody red. The following days they would hold a party and feast
to celebrate. Only…this year, Canaries would avenge Melodia.
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“Elephant” 2018 | Jasmine Rudd
“Misspoken Truth” 2018 | Ryan Davis
We’ve been taught not to bite the hand that feeds you,
but I refuse to keep consuming these lies.
See, I may not have perfect vision but these real eyes realize real lies.
Look, we pick and choose our truths accepting the world’s gift of ignorance.
Blissful ain’t it?
Acquainted to endearing words lulling us into a false sense of knowing.
Unknowingly neglecting ourselves of the one thing that can set us free
From these chains.
These chains that we wear as jewelry.
Accessorizing issues we don’t want to address
As if me wearing a noose is a fashion statement.
Having me hang from a tree like I’m a portrait.
With my dark skin clashing against the naturalesque background of society,
While they’re celebrating my people’s undertaking.
But please understand. Things unspoken create dreams to be woken having people
revolting all because you can’t face truth.
So next time you decide to sit me down and give me a history lesson on lynching get
your facts straight, then we can talk.
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Sounds like some magical Disney princess curse with an evil witch and an amazing prince who will someday wake me from this recurrent nightmare or kill the
Crimson Tide Witch? Yeah. But it isn’t at all like that. As I wake from my slumber
feeling the first needle, I do not pray for some man on a white horse to slay the
Crimson Tide Witch that scrapes away at my uterus and twists my limbic system
dials to irritability and short tempered. I shower, put in a tampon, and go about my
day while going to the restroom every few hours to “freshen up” and being labeled
a “bitch” because I have no patience for your “timely” jokes.
The witch is glorified on screen as she magically transforms our boyish girl bodies
into the bodies of women who wash cars with sponges that are overly soapy and
wet. She is celebrated for breaking our innocence and bringing us into the real
world. A world of equality, please check the fine print – only for those of white
European descent and born with penises, and opportunity, fine print – but certain
races and genders must work harder to obtain these opportunities than others. In
life we don’t get the little paper like in our tampon boxes, warning us of the costs
to bleed. No. We must learn what it costs to live in a world that reads “female” as
“less than” and “lacking”
“She is Africa” 2018 | Jasmine Rudd

“I Am Woman” 2018 | Jaime Kelly
Have you ever become the voodoo doll? Experienced the prick of the needle as it
pierces past your skin and slides deeply from your stomach to your abdomen then
rests there? As you believe it is safe to move, you reach for the “special drawer” next
to your bed in hopes of retrieving the bright blue pills that will ward off the evil magic,
but you are suddenly pierced again. The pain attacks sharply, and no matter how still
you sit this time, they proceed to enter your body and slice you apart from the inside.
Well I have been the voodoo doll, many others as well. I have reached for the bright
blue pills in hopes of aid only to be stabbed once more. I have pulled my body, along
with its needles, out of my bed and into a hot shower, silently hoping for a miracle
to this pain. I have watched the blood spill out of me as it stains my sheets and ends
the life of a favorite pair of underwear. The Crimson Tide Witch proceeds her torment
for over a week before ceasing, only to begin again in a month’s time. But there is no
real cure, and miracles cannot exist in this realm of life, because to give life and have
life we must bleed for it.
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Some males will stare and only see my breasts and my ass. They ask each other
“would you let your girl talk to another guy?” and in my mind, my feminist self
seethes in anger because they do not own her and she doesn’t need permission.
And my stomach turns and emotions flow like my period as they have more outrage to this comment than they did with rapists and abusers. They comment that
women are weak and depend on a man, but they don’t understand that they will
one day work under a woman and soon break under pressure. They say we cannot
be strong because we weren’t made that way. They say they want a bae then sleep
around and call her a hoe. They gawk at our insecurities and almost every female
will bathe within the same agony and we will be labeled weak. A woman will birth
a small human being from her vagina and as it stretches from her fleshy walls
and is pronounced male upon its arrival into the world, she is pronounced weak.
As some squirm and giggle at the word vagina, they seem to forget where from
whence they came. As she feeds, changes, and loves this child, she will be denied
maternity leave and marked lazy. And as women get up in the morning, as they
slide in the next tampon, as they unwrap the next pad that is labeled discreet but
sounds like a bag of chips being opened, as she tries to cover up a blood stain, as
she checks herself and a friend, as she tries to hide her pink taxed tampons that
she bought with her wage gapped paycheck, she and I and we are diagnosed with
a crippling disability called: being a woman.
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“Queenin” 2018 | Sierra Keaton

“I’m Sorry” 2018 | Ryan Davis
I’m sorry. An obligatory phrase used to avoid the wrath of others.
These words, they hold no meaning.
They’re used to evoke feelings while concealing the true nature of a person’s conscience, which is selfish by the way.
But it’s not your fault. We were raised this way.
From a young age, we’re taught to apologize.
To disregard emotion.
To amend loose ends cut during the commotion of this thing that we call life.
But if actions speak louder than words
How can these three syllables save you from the fiery crucible which is my retaliation.
Nevertheless, as part of our customs,
I’ll accept your apology, as it’s written in your eulogy.
After your family is done mourning the waste of space that is your whole existence as
you’re buried six feet under.
But I was raised to be the bigger man.
So if what I’ve just said has offended you in any way,
I just want to say from the bottom of my heart
I’m sorry.
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“Angel Wings” 2019 | Danielle Fant
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She was peculiar. Sitting in front of me. Brown hair
pulled back into a heap resting on her back. She
separated her eggs from her toast and her toast
from her fruit. I wanted to ask, though I stayed quiet and watched instead of speaking. That was the
first time we had breakfast together.
In two weeks, we had breakfast again, the same
diner, carelessly letting wind blow through the
small cracks left in the windows. She separated her
food again; though, this time, there was less on the
plate. Again, I didn’t ask.

Roses, those were her favorite. I chose those and
took them. I placed them down with the rest of the
flowers from the other people who didn’t ask. I left.
I saw her mother crying, yet I still didn’t ask.
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“Transformation Project” 2019 |Eva Castro
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“Roses” 2019 | Selena Brewer

We talked more than we ate the third time around.
Despite the heat, she had a large sweater on. She
only ordered some mixed fruit, but she still separated each piece from the other. Peculiar. I asked this
time, why she was doing that, and I wish I hadn’t.
She left, defensively. Leaving her separated fruit
and me, to pay the bill.
Lunch was our thing now. She didn’t eat breakfast
anymore. So, we ate lunch. She was more petite
than when we used to meet for breakfast. Out of
fear from what happened the last time, I didn’t ask
why. I just listened, I listened to her tell me stories
about anything. Her soft lips talking and spilling
out eloquent strings of words while her fork was
separating, like a learned behavior. She separated
the lettuce from the tomatoes and the tomatoes
from the croutons.
It wasn’t fun, not asking. Especially when we
started eating dinner, she said she ate lunch. She
convinced me so beautifully that she ate lunch. I
believed her. There were flowers embedded in her
sweater today, the design swept down to her waist,
a waist I couldn’t see because the sweater was
impossibly baggy.
The last time we had dinner together I couldn’t help
but notice the dry patches along her lips. My eyes
focused on the fine layer of fuzz that seemed to lay
over all of her skin. She was talking and separating,
but I couldn’t help but focus on the sharp take of
her neck to her jawline and the deep hallows in her
cheeks staring at me. I still didn’t ask, I didn’t need
to, but I wish I did.
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“Breakaway” 2019 |Nubia Vazquez
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“Red Adidas” 2019 |Kendall Bines
“The Building Blocks” 2019 |Zehr Gibbs-Barger

“Rise Up” 2019 | Jaime Kelly
When black lives mattered, remember those times
when African life equated to dollars.
Unprotested or reprimanded for their crimes
their delight in the sight of our collars.
Keep the beast on a leash, avoid the fight,
then make it his noose to hang from the trees.
For a freely wild beast is dead on sight.
Subdued and brought back down onto his knees.
Stripped of our name and stripped of worth, we rise
rising up off our knees and on our feet.
The fear we wore dresses hate in our eyes
We stand taller and march to the drumbeat.
Our history was erased and ravaged.
Reclaim the pieces and fix what was damaged.

“Spencer Reid” 2019 | Zehr Gibbs-Barger
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Son of Houdini
My father never present.
21 birthdays
Never sent me a present,
Your presence was hardly missed.
Still I sought you out,
For weeks talking ‘bout
a meet up,
scheduled a date to meet my father
Your sins made my life harder.
Still you was off the hook.
My brother needed figure,
So I figured who better than you.

Kicked to the curb.
I envied your other family,
I prayed for your return.
I got nothing,
I blamed myself
I was a fool for seeking you out.
When You never wanted to be found.
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“Son of Houdini” 2020 | Kendall Bines

The son Houdini,
I feel like the fresh prince.
Except I never had Phil,
I never had my father
so don’t tell me how to feel.

A mama’s boy by default,
My brother was highly favored.
The odd one out on both sides,
I’m used to feeling this pain.
I thought with a little time,
My scars would just fade away,
“Time heals all”
That’s what they used to say,
The clock’s ticking for sure,
But this chips digging a hole in my shoulder,
I grow colder the older I get,
Laughing at atlas,
‘Cause my burden is greater.
I cry but there’s no sound,
Tears of a clown
It’s dark,
No one’s around.
So I bury my thoughts in sound,
In silence my mind wanders
I’m starting to have doubts,
First born and you walked out,
Made a sequel
Gave him your name.
Moved to the burbs,
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“Dapper” 2020 | A’mera Bellamy
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The path is rocky and worn.
Though well trod upon, it appears unkempt.
It has many twists and turns
Making it impossible to see ahead.
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“A Journey” 2001/Revised 2020| Professor Jonathan McCoy

There are many experiences
On this path called life.
Instants of wonder and beauty,
Times of sorrow and pain.
Our soul soaks in these lessons
We learn that this path is not easy to travel.
It is filled with hills of despair and valleys of strife,
Yet there are also meadows of joy and rivers of dreams.
This path of life is easier to trek with a companion.
For we always search not to travel alone.
Sometimes we may travel alone,
Other times we are blessed to travel with one another.
“Dream Date” 2020 | A’mera Bellamy
“Complete” 2000 | Professor Jonathan McCoy
Fancy words can’t’ say the feelings
My heart holds for you each day.
No song can express
The love for you that swells my heart.
As I journey through life striving for success,
With you at my side, I know that I have the most important thing
in life
I already have.
You’re my life, my joy.
You are my love.
Because of you,
I’m complete.
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One foot in front of the other,
One step follows the next.
Days become weeks, weeks pass into months,
And months grow into years.
Though the journey is long, we continue on,
For this path holds new adventures
Which challenge and excite us.
And we learn together, that this
Is a journey worth taking to the end.
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“Clutched Clouds” 2020 | Danielle Fant

“Athleisure” 2020 | Danielle Fant

“Semi Formal” 2020 | Danielle Fant
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We arrive kicking and screaming, a budding bloom
Perhaps aware of the reaper, fearful of the harvest
Eventually He is repressed, the stress no longer kicks in,
We go about our lives, basking under the sun,
We forget about the dark, we forget the moon.
Suddenly, He reappears. Maybe it was a relative,
Maybe a friend or pet, haunted by His visit,
We relive that fear, no longer kicking and screaming,
We live in fear of the harvest, now cautious and vigilant.
That budding bloom, now cowers in fear of the moon.
But once we’re grown and we get cocky,
Some of us start to wilt, fading before our eyes,
The reaper around the corner,
Make sure He don’t catch you slipping,
We arrive kicking and screaming, a budding bloom
We leave restless and weary, a wilting weed.

“To Whom it May Concern” 2020 | Ryan Davis
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“Wilting Weeds in the Night” 2020 | Kendall Bines

A man of few words is outspoken by silence,
and it’s times like these I’m at a loss.
My body becomes useless.
My tongue tied down.
My mind adrift,
and my heart a tomb of compassion.
Memories replay times I should’ve said something.
Anything.
I wonder if you knew my phone called just to hear your voice again.
That my pen bought cards to write in,
expressing how much it appreciated you.
How my camera took pictures of me and my family to show you how much we’ve grown.
I hope you know Sunday papers refuse to be bought knowing you’ll never read them again.
Their crosswords puzzle themselves asking why you left so soon.
Sometimes tears escape the prison of my eyelids.
Only for me to catch them,
because I don’t want them to see a world without you.
I wish my thoughts could manifest themselves to show how often you were on my mind,
because whenever I was with you my voice box collected dust.
I stutter to say a lifetime in a few moments.
Choosing my words carefully.
Wrapping them in sincerity.
Softening my heart again so I can feel how warm you made it by being here.
No one could ever know how much I prayed you’d stay
That you’d recover, saying “Look, hey, I made it!”
But this world never deserved you.
Neither did your pain and suffering.
Now the ground holds you closer than I ever did,
and God cares for you better than I ever could.

“Sunset” 2020 | Randolph Fair
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“Haze” 2020 | Ryan Davis
No one told me when people lie to your face they’re just being nice.
That rejection is more common than hearing “I love you”
That fears scream way louder than belief,
or success is more elusive than true friends.
I never knew you could be broken at 10 years old.
Words cut a little deeper when your heart isn’t calloused
I didn’t know a smile could conceal the pain of being replaced
or you’re expected to pick yourself up when you’ve been knocked down so many times you
don’t even know what direction that is any more.
I was born free of expectations.
Now grounded by the weight of everyone else’s.
Stressing to be the best me they think I could be,
but no one can see I didn’t ask for all of this.
I sleep to find peace in my decisions.
Blurring the line between reality and fantasy, so much that I can watch my dreams being
shattered as the world shakes me to my knees.
If I knew what life had to offer me,
I might have reconsidered.
If I saw what I’d go through,
maybe I would’ve chosen a different path.
Cause little did I know life keeps receipts,
to remind you everything has a price.
People keep telling me to make the most out of life.
That I have a bright future ahead.
“You’re gonna be great,” they say.
I just don’t know what that looks like yet.

“They Have Come to Take Me” 2020 | Kristy Lee
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“Honey” 2020 | Randolph Fair

“Miss Understanding” 2020 | Zehr Gibbs-Barger

“Inverted Reflection” 2020 |Eriana Ansley
“Nasir” 2020 | Kendall Bines
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I’M NOT BLACK.
I’m not black.
My cocoa, mocha, chocolate skin is not the dark chocolate you craved.
I’m not black enough for the midnight skies you wish to see.
I am an “Oreo” in a pack of chocolate chip cookies.
You want my blackness to drip like ink and stain the white pages of society,
But my ink isn’t pure black enough for you; it’s speckled with blotches of gray.
I’m not black.
My coarse, kinky hair enslaved to the tame of relaxers.
My dialect and pronunciation produce rolls rather than clicks.
I’m not black.
Because my darkened skin cannot be dark enough.
I’m not black.
Because my behavior doesn’t match my looks.
I’m not black.
Because the box I’m being forced inside of is breaking.
Label after label,
Vagina equals female,
Penis equals male,
Feminist equals man-hating bitch,
Black equals thug,
Black equals uneducated,
Black equals less than,
Black equals death.
I’m not black.
Not in the way you want me to be.
My pixelation has no variation.
You want me to be a “mad black woman”
Until I’m really a mad black woman.
You want a “sassy black friend”
Until my sass breaks barriers of social niceties and I’m real with you.
You want “that black friend.”
I am not the black friend you seek.
You want a “black friend” for justification of your dictation to the N word that will slip
off your tongue.
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“I’m Not Black” 2019 | Jaime Kelly
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I’m not black.
Not even to my own race.
Shunned and undone by the looks received from my own people.
I’m not “black.”
What is black?
What does it mean to be black?
Is it the increasing fear that one day I’ll be shot by those meant to protect me?
Is it the freedom to use the N word?
Is it the way that the worth of black lives is stripped away?
What is being black?!
Being black is having your first life lesson be “keep your head down and hands
out of your pocket when you go in a store.”
Being black is knowing that you say “yes, sir. No, sir.” And try to appear smaller
than you are when speaking to an officer.
Being black is knowing that you will always “fit the description.”
Being black is dying in your own backyard with shots piercing into your body as
your family watches.
Being black is knowing that one false move, one bad interaction, one spark of
confidence could result in your “justified” death.
I am not black.
I am black and female.
I am black and strong.
I am black and smart.
I am black and tired of being “black.”
Tired of looking down and being looked down upon
Tired of staying quiet
Tired of dying each day in the news as my peaceful protests are labeled as riots
and those clad in white robes rally with the protection of those in blue uniform.
I am not black.

“Headwrapped” 2020 | A’mera Bellamy

“Puffed” 2020 | A’mera Bellamy
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“Black Sheep” 2020 | Ryan Davis
When did familiar voices become strangers in a world of ignorance?
People say they’re for me,
but cast shadows on our cause as they look down on us.
I was never meant to be an ornament hanging from a tree,
Or target practice for those afraid of the darkness in their own minds.
The very people I help, praise me in person, but curse me behind closed doors,
So please tell me how my anger is unjustified.
See I’m just tired of being me.
I’m alienated from my people as an exception,
Because my actions don’t reflect their perception.
Using me as a token, a trophy freeing them from all allegations of racism.
Sometimes, they ask me what I think.
To speak on behalf of all black people.
As if my voice carries the authority of millions of black voices stifled by the echoes of
cracked whips and the grave.
My tongue rests uneasy as I think on what I’ve been told should be forgotten. I maintain my composure as my vocal cords hold each other as if my next words are my last.
So I push them to the margins of my stomach.
Imagining the satisfaction freedom should’ve brought me.

“GUGA (Goo-gah)” 2020 | A’mera Bellamy
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I find it hard to rock a Jesus chain,
Hard to pray in Jesus’ name,
For heaven’s sakes
Starting to lose faith,
Questioning my religion.
Maybe I lost my way,
Always forsaken.
Taken for jokes.
Got us sitting in a burning house,
Should have sided with Malcolm.
Maybe another outcome.
They say that we all equal,
Chill we all people,
But colorblind when it’s convenient,
We giving y’all heebie jeebies,
Sorry you didn’t mean it?,
Always halfassing apologies,
And nothing seems to change.
It’s my people in chains,
My people in prisons.
You flipped the script
Your strains legal
We lose our life over a dime,
Profiting off our time.
Hate affirmative action,
Refuse to hire us hues.
The darker brothers,
And do it all without shame,
Then blame it all on my name.
When is that change coming,
Feels like it’s overdue
I pray and I pray some more,
I guess you just hit ignore

It’s not a burden to carry.
It’s more than the word nigga,
We more than the word nigga,
It’s hard to believe In a god,
It’s hard to believe in Jesus.
Yah, Allah or Jehovah
I’m hoping you hear my prayers,
We living our hell on earth,
When will we see heaven?

It’s bigger than all of our suffering,
Its bigger than all of the pain.
It’s hard to believe in Jesus,
Harder to praise your name.
But you got us all outta Egypt,
Save us from Babylon.
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“Babylon” 2020 | Kendall Bines

Everyday another hashtag,
Either we dead or missing.
They disbanded the panthers,
But expanded the KKK.
Protecting all of your hitmen,
Zimmerman, Roof and Guyger
You tell me to simmer down,
You try and silence our screams,
Asked for peace,
And killed the dream.
Open season when we riot,
Pitch a fit when we kneel.
Cause taking a stand is too far,
But Romanticize revolution.
It’s only wrong when we do it,
It’s only wrong when it’s black.
Constantly under pressure,
We black so we don’t crack
Only creating diamonds.
I’m black like a lump of coal,
I’m black like strange sheep,
Something I cannot change,
Cause brilliance ain’t skin deep.
It’s not a sin or a curse,
“Shade” 2020 | A’mera Bellamy
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“Black” 2020 | Nadine Hayes
I hear the sirens.
I wonder when they’ll come for me.
Is today my last?
What will they tell my family?
I resisted arrest,
forged a check,
sold loose cigarettes,
looked like the suspect.
What will be said
to justify a means to an end,
the noose around my neck?
Anything but the truth.
I am black in America.

“Choice” 2020 | Nadine Hayes

The only dope I smoke is hope. Get so high until I float, like a butterfly, sting like a bee,
Muhammad Ali. I beam with dreams like Martin Luther King. I see beyond the color blinds, a
black versus white world. Into the light. The truth behind the lies, reflected in the eye of the
moon. Heaven’s gaze, how we were all created equal. My outside and in the same as any
other human being. My skin, like your heart, is a work of art.
Highly melanated. Black coffee. Caffeinated. I was never meant to deflate but elevate, blossom in the sun. Lotus flower bomb. I spark in the dark. Fireworks. My soul glows wherever I
go. My black is beautiful and it shows. Now that I have learned to accept it. I will never hide
it. This light. I will always seek to find it. Unafraid to shine it, but leave traces of my midnight
face for the haters to embrace; love.
If you ask me what it means to be African American, I will tell you it is not my skin that
makes me different, but my ability to overcome the oppression placed on it. The transgressions of the trespassers, who saw it fit to own me and once my ancestors. I am not a
product meant to be bought and sold, but an anomaly the world must behold.

“Binding” 2020 | A’mera Bellamy
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I still believe in change. One day America will be a country of liberty and justice for all. So
I strive to be the change I want to see. Pray we become the change we must be in order to
breathe life into a world in decay. Acknowledge the past. History will not change, but we
can change now so that history doesn’t repeat itself. That chains and whips never strip a
person of their freedom, but shatter altogether under the weight of love. For the magic in
love, is in its ability to heal the broken. As you discover the meaning of love, you discover
the meaning of life. So choose love. To be an open mind, an open heart, an open hand. To
better know, to better feel, to better touch, understand. To better give and to receive love,
live harmoniously. Choose love. It is strong enough (to conquer all).
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“One Love” 2020 | Nadine Hayes

“Love is the most durable power in the world.”-Martin Luther King
My skin color is not a badge or a uniform. I can’t take it off whenever I get home
(whenever I want). Facts. I am black and I’m proud to be, even if it means some people
will never accept me. Even though I know I can’t escape the hate. I can be part of the
change, helping people see that my shadow is a reflection of beauty, the light within
me. I can choose to believe, like Martin Luther King, someday we all will be treated
equally.
My skin cannot be whitewashed, painted a different color. It is my only home, and I
refuse to be evicted. So I will keep my voice lifted. Remember that I am gifted. That I
am not a mistake because God makes no mistakes. He gave me life, and I will exercise
my right to live. I will fight for change at any cost. For what I am owed, and for what is
already mine. Truth is, I will never believe the lie, that I am unworthy of liberty, of justice, of life. I cannot force others to change, unlearn what has been passed down from
generation to generation, but hope they find revelation.
We must work together to unify this nation. Make it better for the next generation.
There is only one race, the human race. We all bleed the same. The black spots on are

“1871” 2020 | A’mera Bellamy

hearts are not permanent marks, but wrongs that can be made right. If we are willing
to fight. Let go of the dark, and embrace the light. Exchange ignorance for understanding. Turn hatred into peace, into awareness, into compassion, into kindness, into
freedom, into hope, and above all else LOVE.
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